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THE

a fifty-inch flat screen television.
Games and activities, along with
music provided by the DJ Club,
added to the pleasurable outdoor
atmosphere where people found
numerous fun activities in which

WE’VE ALL seen the sign on
our way to school: Polanksy
Park, proudly emblazoned in
gold lettering, adorned by the
town seal. The placard guards
the entranceway to a parking lot
used by our juniors, along with a
park, on the other side of Grove
Avenue opposite JP Stevens.
Yet very few know who
Polansky really is or why his
name has been given to the park.
Perhaps no one is aware of how
Mr. Polansky is a shining example
of excellence and a role model
for the Hawks of JP Stevens.
The “Polansky” in question is
Commander Mark Lewis Polansky,
born June 2, 1956 in Paterson, NJ
to a Jewish father and a Korean
mother. He grew up here in Edison
and attended JP Stevens High
School, graduating in 1974 before
going on to earn a Bachelor of
Science degree in Aeronautical and
Astronautical Engineering, as well

See JP DAY, page 13

See POLANSKY, page 13

ANNUAL

flood of
bewildered
freshmen
and
exhausted seniors pour into
the hallways of JP Stevens, Mr.
Urbanovich, the new Assistant
Principal, offers some guidance to
help new and returning students
cope with the change that comes
with a new school year and explains
the values he hopes to instill as
a new member of the JP family.
After graduating with a bachelor’s
degree from the University of
Scranton and attaining a master’s
from New Jersey City University,
Mr. Urbanovich coached a variety
of sports for twelve years. He
also taught math in Rutherford
High School and Ramapo High
School. Following his marriage
last year, Mr. Urbanovich sought
job opportunities in central New
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NARAYAN KOVIL

During JP Day, students volunteering help children plant flowers for one of JP’s many
participating clubs.
By AKASH ADANI, sophomore
ON OCTOBER 19, students and
their families attended the third
annual JP Day, a fundraising
event that guaranteed a fun-filled
afternoon for all. Clubs organized
a variety of activities, ranging
from face painting to karaoke,

that appealed to all age groups.
The fundraising goal of $3000
was set to allow JP Stevens to buy
class sets of Google Chromebooks
and construct stadium seating for
its outdoor theater. As an incentive
to contribute, those who donated
at least $20 were also entered into
a raffle drawing for a chance to win

JPSMUN A Gatsby Homecoming
By ANUSH SWAMINATHAN,
senior

Jersey. Already aware of the many
academic successes at JP Stevens
and the district, he jumped
at the opportunity to become
an Assistant Principal here.
Mr. Urbanovich’s determined
personality is evident not only in
his past accomplishments, but also
in the goals he has set as a Vice
Principal. His mission is to have a
significant impact on JP’s students
as he was impacted by his own
teachers and coaches growing up.
He encourages students to “not
be afraid to try new things and
take a chance.” Mr. Urbanovich is
motivated by helping young adults

NO WORDS can truly capture
the essence of the 3rd Annual
John P. Stevens Model United
Nations Conference, held on
Saturday, October 12. In a fulfilling
yet exhaustive day, hard-working
and dedicated individuals from
many middle and high schools
(JP included) converged to
learn and teach, to compromise
and debate, and to grow and
evolve into delegates capable of
tact, eloquence, and creativity.
A keen understanding of
complex global, national, and
historical issues seemed to prevail
among the many committees
in the conference, such as the
Republican National Convention,
the Trojan War Committee, the
World
Health
Organization,
United Nations Office on Drugs

See URBANOVICH, page 12

See JPSMUN, page 12
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Social media overload

By SARVANI KURUGANTI, senior

past and eagerly anticipated the dance paid off! It was definitely a
glitter, crowning of the Duke and Duchess. night to remember,” junior Gaurav
and a backdrop of a starry night
In order to create the perfect Nath recalled with excitement.
view from a patio transformed atmosphere of the Roaring The decorations certainly created
the school cafeteria
a sense of the past:
into a festive and
black
tablecloths
upbeat place for
were hung from the
the
Homecoming
sides of the wall with
Dance, a celebration
interspersed twinkling
of the advent of
lights. The glitterthe new school
filled white and gold
year. The Student
balloons surrounded
Council,
which
the fountain backdrop
hosted the dance,
along with cutouts of
strived to emulate
people partying. The
the atmosphere of a
gazebo was surrounded
typical party at the
with glittering beads
NARAYAN KOVIL that hung from the top
house of Jay Gatsby,
the wealthy fictional Members of the junior court clap as Homecoming to create a fountain
character who gives Duke and Duchess are announced.
effect. Drapes were
his name to F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Twenties,
Student
Council even hung from the sides of
famous novel, The Great Gatsby. executive board members put in the walls for a more realistic
This 1920s themed dance had the a tremendous amount of work to imitation of Gatsby’s house.
whole school buzzing; students find and make the appropriate
By 7:00 p.m., the dance was in
were excited to experience and decorations. “I am so glad to see
emulate fashion styles from the that all the work we put into this
See HOMECOMING, page 13
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She Can’t Stop
By SRUTI RACHAPUDI, columnist
MILEY CYRUS IS a genius. I know
you probably all think I’ve lost my
mind, but when a closer look at this
former child star’s recent antics reveals
not only a genius at work, but also a
mastermind marketer with a brilliant plan.
Just a few months ago, Miley was
perceived as a struggling teen princess trying
too hard to distance herself from Disney
with a new haircut, style, and provocative
personality. Although this transformation
was foreshadowed by her release of mature
music videos, it disturbed a disdainful
public, leading many of the 20-year-old‘s
fans to drop their dedication. It wasn’t
until her music video for “We Can’t Stop”
premiered that Cyrus earned full-scale
attention and scorn, but even that video
didn’t elicit nearly as much shock
as some more recent events did.
Of course, the elephant in
the room is the pop star’s Video
Music Awards performance,
which confirmed what MTV
had predicted to be the
reinvention of Miley Cyrus.
What do you get when you
mix two overplayed and
lyrically insulting songs? A
mind-boggling performance consisting
of a suggestive foam finger, a heap of teddy
bears, and some not-so-family-friendly
dancing (don’t act like you’re surprised).
We sat in horror and watched “Blurred
Lines” performed by a man dressed like a
1920s prison mate and an overgrown baby
desperately trying to shed her Disney past.
“You can watch that performance
and think that’s a hot mess,” said the
singer. “But it’s a strategic hot mess.”
And she’s right. Within weeks, a video
of a mom pleading to her daughter not to
imitate Miley Cyrus went viral. Just twenty
days after the VMAs, Cyrus was announced
as an upcoming host for Saturday Night Live.
Soon afterward, her “Wrecking Ball” music
video was released and rose to the number
one spot in the Billboard Hot 100 for two
consecutive weeks. With over half a million

“Wrecking Ball” downloads and over 200
million views already, it’s no surprise that
a scantily-clad Miley cracked viewership
records and captivated the Internet.
Since then, from posing topless for
the cover of Rolling Stone and calling off
her engagement to Liam Hemsworth to
releasing her

new album “Bangerz” and
“confirming” pregnancy rumors,
Miley has been feeding controversy,
flooding
entertainment
news,
and
piquing interest using social media.
You can bet that Cyrus would never
have received this much attention with her
previous persona, and she’s fully aware of
that. Regarding her newsworthy Video Music
Awards performance, the controversial
artist commented, “I think it’s all marketing.
If a website is like, ‘We love Miley’s
performance!’ I don’t think people are gonna
click on it. ‘Miley’s cute performance with
teddy bears!’ – no one is gonna click on that.
So I think it’s the media riling up the people,

International Treasures
By MATTHEW TANG, junior
IT HAS BEEN A LONG TIME since the
release of the chart-topping “Gangnam
Style.” Yet today, every thirty seconds
someone somewhere is still commenting
on the video (not counting the spam
comments). This surprising statistic begs
the question: how exactly has a song that
many of us cannot even understand become
the most viewed video on YouTube? Or,
to look at the broader picture, why is
foreign culture, in general, so appealing?
The simple answer is that foreign cultures
are different. When commodities are scarce,
they become more appealing; it’s the simple
function of supply and demand. Here’s an
example. How often are you truly happy to
find out that a product that you own was
manufactured in China? If you owned an
eraser made in China, and another eraser
made in Japan, wouldn’t you see the Chinese
one as a cheap knock-off and the other an
exotic piece of Japanese stationery? The
Chinese eraser may be just as well-made
as the Japanese one, but because just about
everything is made in China, the Japanese
eraser is just more appealing than the
Chinese-made one. This is why we, in the
United States, find Gangnam Style appealing,
as we rarely hear Korean music on the radio.
This doesn’t apply just to foreign
music but to nearly all things foreign.
The preference for a British accent, for
instance, is a prime example of the appeal of

scarcity. We would readily harass someone
with a British accent to talk non-stop, but
can you imagine forcing anyone with a
“normal” accent to talk for our enjoyment?
There are countless people even in the
very halls of JP Stevens, enveloped in other
worlds—or rather, other countries and their
pop culture. Many of us obsess over the
personal lives of the British royal family,
sometimes even more so than those of the
First Family. How many of us woke up at
four in the morning to witness William
and Kate’s nuptials? The only American
thing we might wake up for at four in the
morning would be Black Friday, and we
certainly wouldn’t sacrifice extra sleep for
anything the President might have to say. In
addition, there are those of us who can name
more Korean dramas than “America’s Got
Talent” winners, and more “Doctor Who”
incarnations than U.S. Senators. Take a look
at Japanese anime; it has so permeated our
society that we even have an anime and
manga club in school. Our fanaticism grows to
the point where some of us can hit “new tab”
while an anime is playing in the background
and, without the aid of subtitles, still
understand what the characters are saying.
On the other side of the spectrum, when
things become too different, we begin to
find them disturbing instead of tasteful.
Hardly anyone here finds snails delectable
(indeed, escargot is an escar-no), but in
France, it is considered a classy dish. It is
evident that not all foreign trends are sure-
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rather than people riling up the media.”
Some may say that every pop star’s short
15 minutes of fame has an expiration date,
and Miley’s is soon to come. Although she
is definitely not an impending celebrity
burnout, when she made the decision
to get rid of the old Miley and reinvent
herself, she may have extended
her stay in the music industry.
In the blink of an eye, she
managed to transform a fading
image of Hannah Montana,
the Disney princess, to Miley
Cyrus, the mainstream pop
artist. If Miley has any advice
to teach us or any wisdom to
impart, it would be this: don’t
be afraid to try outrageous,
outlandish things and be
prepared to stand strong
against the gossip and
negative feedback. The
reaction your work receives
may not be positive, but it is a
reaction nonetheless. More
often than not, what matters
in gaining an audience in
the entertainment industry
is the wow factor, not
the tastefulness, of a
celebrity’s
actions.
Regardless of whatever
else Miley may have
“accomplished,”
she
has undoubtedly earned her
position in the public consciousness;
she has overshadowed her reputation as
Hannah Montana to become a completely
different household name, an international
phenomenon, and a celebrity force to be
reckoned with. Since her stupefying show,
she has appeared countless times on talk
shows, news articles, and magazine covers.
While we may not consider Miley
very tame, it is undeniable that she is a
marketing sensation and a publicity agent’s
fantasy. Her genius goes beyong her music
and onstage personality. I am not a fan
of her music, but there is no doubt that
behind the edgy new persona lies a shrewd
businesswoman and an evolving artist.

fire successes in our country. Yes, anime
is popular here, but Russian cartoons,
not so much. It’s a hit or miss—so what
really determines whether or not we
fall in love with another overseas trend?
If you were to plot a graph of how
“different” something is against how popular
it becomes, the result would be a nice bell
curve. When things are seen everyday, they
become bland; when things are extremely
different from what we’re used to, we
find them undesirable. These are the two
extremes, where any fad can be labelled
as either very boring or awfully strange.
But in the middle of the graph, where the
subject in question (whether an accent, a
song, or a food) hits just the right amount
of “different,” its “likeability” immediately
skyrockets. As humans, we yearn for and
delight in the little quirks that make us all
unique. However, at the same time, we find
solace in conformity. No matter how many
of us insist that we’re clearly “hipster,” we
still want to fit in to some extent; in fact most
“hipsters” only give themselves the title
because, ironically, everyone else is doing
it and they want to keep up with the trend.
When something is too different, it’s
weird, but when something is at the
critical balance between the familiar
and the unknown, it has the potential to
achieve a high level of success. Trends are
ultimately defined by their ability to appeal
to the masses while still making every
person who encounters them feel unique.
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Twiterature
By POONAM GUPTA, columnist
EDGAR ALLEN POE may have been the
father of short stories, but this century’s
famed celebrities have him beat—by
approximately four thousand words. At 140
characters per tweet, Twitter has become
the new short story. Everyone from Justin
Bieber to the Dalai Lama can voice his or
her opinions in short snippets of moving,
inspirational, or masterfully witty thoughts.
But why are these tweets so memorable?
Quite simply, it’s because they’re faster and
easier to read. A short story is categorized as
something one can read in a single sitting—
but in that same sitting, one can speed
through thousands of Twitter statuses.
Twitter was originally used to follow
the whereabouts of famous people. If
Mariah Carey was opening a can of Diet
Pepsi, we would know about it. However,
Twitter users now put more time into
constructing witty blurbs or starting status
wars with other users. Celebrities such
as Katy Perry and Jennifer Lopez retain
huge followings, along with conglomerates
such as Taco Bell and even Walmart.
And Twitter isn’t just used by celebrities
attempting to make humorous social
commentaries. Joel Stein of Time magazine
recently wrote an article discussing his
interest in organizing his fellow Tweeters
into a “Twunion”: he felt that Twitter

exploited his talents and that he and others
in his situation needed compensation for
their work. He compared his statuses to
his articles in Time and his book, observing
that he has more followers than copies
of his book sold. So are Twitter statuses
akin to great writing? Clearly certain
aspects of literature don’t translate well
into this medium—like plotlines, extended
metaphors, and complex imagery —but
the prevalence of the use of tweets in a
literary or creative fashion should be noted.
This popularity results in part from
the ease with which tweets provide
us with valuable information. Being
worldly, sophisticated, and up-to-date on
contemporary events used to mean reading
lengthy newspaper articles, magazine pieces,
and even books on current affairs. Today,
a simple scroll through the Twitter news
feed and a look at the trending topics seems
to suffice. Similarly, it takes just seconds to
deduce from Joel Stein’s tweet, “If we’re in a
National Park before the government closes
at midnight, do we own that park?” that the
government has shut down. Why bother
reading entire pages or watching full-length
cable news programs when information
is so quickly digestible through Twitter?
This leads us to Twitter’s
greatest
contribution
toward
communication:
all the unnecessary length is gone. In
those 140 words, ideas are expressed,

Facebook Blues
By SARAH WANG, junior
IT’S SEIZED THE WORLD with its illusion
of connectivity. It’s an immense, yet largely

undetected, cause of teenage dissatisfaction.
It’s one of the most addictive and dangerous
things to enter our collective consciousness.
It’s social networking. Sites like Facebook
and Tumblr have largely commandeered our
social lives; the influence they now hold over
us is unprecedented and is rapidly becoming
more alarming. When angry or upset,
many people use
Facebook as a way
to rant about their
everyday troubles,
like the math test
they recently failed,
the mountain of
homework
they
received from every
class, or the finals
they never studied
for. But can airing
their
grievances
on
these
sites
actually improve
their moods? What
about simply using
these sites to keep
themselves busy by
catching up with
friends and seeing
what others are up
to? Perhaps not.
Recent studies have
shown that using social
networking
sites—especially, but not limited to, Facebook
—can, in fact, make people feel worse.
Researchers at the University of Michigan
conducted a study in which they analyzed
the moods and habits of eighty-two active
Facebook users in their twenties for two
weeks. Five times a day, each participant
was asked via text message for feedback
on his or her feelings and worries after
using the social networking site. The study
found that the more these participants used
Facebook over the two week period, the less
satisfied they were with their lives. However,
these frustrations were not reflective of the
users’ original moods; according to Ethan
Kross, assistant professor of psychology

at the University of Michigan, “It’s not the
case that people use Facebook more when
they feel bad. It is something unique about
Facebook use that makes people feel worse.”
Why is that? It certainly seems strange
that a site designed for self-expression and
connecting with others could make us feel
sad—but it’s true. A large reason for the
misery caused by these sites is, ironically, the
happiness of your friends. Although we may
not like to admit it, envy is an unavoidable
part of our lives. Every minute we spend on

any social networking site, we are flooded by
the overwhelmingly positive emotions in our
friends’ status updates and messages, such as
“OMG, got an A on the history test!” or “Just
bought this new dress for the prom” or “Lol,
made the soccer team…” These posts can
cause some of us to feel miserable. Certainly,
there are many people who post troubled
statuses on Facebook; however, our brain
simply filters out such posts and focuses on
ones that make us jealous. Consequently,
we become increasingly unsatisfied with
our lives and want more; in our search
for perfection, we forget that we can and
should be thankful for what we already have.
The unhappiness that comes with this
“Facebook effect” also results from the fact

opinions are voiced, and personalities
are born. It truly is the most ideal way to
communicate in today’s fast-paced day
and age. With everyone barely making
time to sit down for more than a few
minutes at a time, concise statuses are
the best way to entertain and inform.
In a way, it’s as if sitting down and
reading has become obsolete. Because it
can give us instant gratification, Twitter
has made it increasingly difficult for us to
maintain focus for a long time. Cell phones
allow us direct communication, DVR
gives us quick access to television shows,
and internet feeds us direct information.
Similarly,
Twitter
statuses
provide
followers instant and uncomplicated
entertainment, while also providing
“writers” with a chance to express
themselves without having to elaborate.
This is in no way condemning the value
of reading and literature. But in our digital
age, people need outlets for creativity, and
Twitter is the most accessible resource
for doing just that. Even the prevalence of
conventional blogging can’t compare to the
popularity of Twitter. It is not only at the
disposal of our fingertips, but it also forces us
to shorten our thoughts. Does this interfere
with our ability to think in long phrases?
Quite possibly, but it also gives everyone
from your neighbor to your favorite celebrity
the chance to glimpse into others’ lives.

that Facebook, to put it bluntly, wastes
time. Let’s face it—how much time do we
spend on Facebook every day? An hour?
Two hours? Perhaps even more than that,
right? Facebook allows us to connect with
friends even when we are not physically
together. While this is an effective means
of communication, it also decreases our
willingness to get out and do concrete
things, to find our friends and talk to them in
person rather than through the impersonal
barrier of a computer screen. “Lol,”.“omg,”
and “yolo” simply
don’t convey the
same..meanings
that actual spoken
words snd phrases
do. With sites such
as Facebook, we
content ourselves
with these flimsy
proxies replacing
face-to-face
conversation and
inadvertently
waste
hours
sitting in front of a
computer screen.
All the statuses
and
updates
in
the
world
do not replace
the sanctity of
actual
human
interaction;
in
the
long
run, addiction to a digital world
will result in a solitary and isolated
lifestyle. Without physical people in your
life, it’s only natural to be depressed.
Unhappiness begets more unhappiness.
To end the cycle, we must stop this
obsession with social networking and
look at reality. These sites can be useful in
moderation; they are, after all, intended to
bring us closer to our friends and family.
However, these sites do just the opposite.
A website should never keep anyone from
spending valuable time with loved ones,
and it should certainly never cause anyone
melancholy. Don’t live life in a digital
world—turn off the computer and go
find your real friends, wherever they are.
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Meme
Gusta
By ANKITA CHAKRABORTY, columnist
IT IS NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE to have access
to the Internet without coming across a
meme regarding the latest buzz in pop
culture, ranging from the reactions of an
overly attached girlfriend to musings on
what “The Fox” says. Some people may
write off such memes as wastes of time or
utter nonsense, but memes actually play a
significant role in today’s world. They project
succinct and humorous interpretations of
reality, which reflect and shape cultural
discourse, mood, and behavior. Simply
put, the magnitude of their significance
in our society is simply too great to ignore.
Richard Dawkins coined the term “meme”
as a cultural unit that “leaps from brain
to brain” through a process of imitation.
They come in a variety of forms, from jokes
and urban legends, to viral videos, funny
pictures, and contagious music. Yet despite
the wide variety, they each have an equal
amount of influence on modern language
and behaviors. “Lolcats,” one of the many
successful internet memes, reflects on the
relationship between humans and their
feline counterparts while simultaneously
introducing to our vernacular words such
as “haz” or “pleez.” These memes shape
how the youth, and the entire internet user
population, express themselves. In fact, it
is not peculiar to see people reference “that
hilarious picture” they saw plastered across
the internet while chatting online or even in
real life to epitomize their feelings or attitude.
As
people
become
increasingly
active online, internet memes are also
becoming increasingly primary sources
of communication. Constant access is an
important factor in their influence: memes
are constantly available, online, for 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. The most popular
memes of all time are those with pictures of
cute animals or funny captions that throw
grammar out the window. These cultural
phenomena provide quick yet hard-hitting
humor that is perfectly tailored to our
progressively shorter attention spans. They
only take up a few minutes of our time but
have a lasting (and possibly corrupting, in
the case of spelling and proper grammar
usage) impact. The use of the internet and
its ability to spread messages, concepts,
and ideas has become indispensable
to a regularly functioning society.
These images, texts, witticisms, and
stories are the mirrors of change in our
lives, afforded by the technologies of
our time. Culture, by definition, is “the
act of developing the intellectual and
moral faculties, especially by education.”
Accordingly, the Internet, with the assistance
of memes, is becoming its own global culture;
it allows people to connect and develop their
intellectual and moral faculties. The Internet
and its many channels are as diverse as all
the people in the world, and through this
diversity there is unity that forms around
values such as humor and expression.
As netizens continue to bring into
existence a culture within the confines of
cyberspace, there is an overflow into the
real, tangible world. It is not uncommon to
see people refer to Internet memes in daily
conversation, share their favorite memes with
friends and loved ones, or even use memes to
demonstrate complex concepts to their peers
Increasingly, we see internet trends crop
up in the real world, blurring the line
between the virtual world and actual
day-to-day life. Indeed, there may be
more merit in the characters behind the
Grumpy Cat, Ridiculously Photogenic
Guy, and Sarcastic Willy Wonka than
in
the
actual
memes
themselves.
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National Insecurity
By RITA WANG, political columnist
THE SAME QUESTION probably entered
the minds of most Americans when it was
revealed that the National Security Agency
had been reading personal emails and
listening in on private phone calls: why
would someone even want to read boring
school-related emails sent at five in the
morning? Oh no! The government knows
that students finished their APUSH projects
in the computer lab an hour before they
were due! Although this revelation seems
a bit creepy, there hasn’t been many called
down to Washington D.C. to be interrogated
yet. Anticlimactic, right?
Critics of the NSA’s intelligence operations
involving the Internet have often compared
their actions to those of the government in
George Orwell’s novel 1984. Big Brother
is watching us now, they say, as they
criticize the Obama administration for
overstepping boundaries. Yet critics
tend to miss the big picture in this
debate: it is the job of the NSA and
agencies like it to obtain information on
potential threats to our country, including
terrorists. But how does the government
get intelligence from terrorist networks
in the first place? Mark A. Theissen, a
columnist at The Washington Post, explains
that the NSA has three options: interrogation
and torture, which was ended by the Obama
administration for being inhumane and
cruel; infiltration of terrorist groups, which
is extremely dangerous and difficult; and
signals intelligence, which is exactly what
the top secret program PRISM intended to
do.
The NSA enacted the PRISM program
for the purpose of monitoring terroristic
activities on the Internet and on the phone.
PRISM is completely legal, lawful, and vital
for protecting our country. This isn’t the
same as Bush-era’s warrantless wiretapping;

PRISM has warrants, and in situations
such as the Verizon records, PRISM isn’t
wiretapping at all. They are simply collecting
call data such as the number dialed and the
length of a call; Smith v. Maryland already
ruled that the phone number dialed is shared
with the phone company voluntarily to
complete billing purposes and
therefore cannot be
expected to be
p r i va t e.
Let ’s
also

there shouldn’t even be any outrage directed
toward this program, since Obama is only
continuing what Bush started in 2005, and
has even opted for a more ethical approach
by ending warrantless wiretapping.
Edward Snowden, the “whistleblower”
in all this drama, fled to Cuba and
Russia to escape a possible
incarceration.
Supporters
..have

remember
that the NSA
is focused on.....
collecting the data of foreign
nationals, not U.S. citizens. In an article
from Reuters published this June, NSA
General Keith Alexander stated that NSA
surveillance efforts have “contributed to
the ‘understanding and, in many cases,
disruptions’ of 50 terrorist plots.” In fact,

.exalted
him, saying
that
he
has
liberated us from ignorance
of a corrupt, unlawful government.
However, some of the secrets Snowden has
leaked might have serious repercussions
on the safety of the country now that they
are known. Firstl some of his leaks tell
terrorists what they previously did not

know: that we are reading their emails and
listening in to their phone calls. This has
caused and continues to result in the NSA
losing a lot of leads and key information that
might have stopped future terrorist attacks.
Second, these leaks cause the United States
to lose credibility on an international stage.
Snowden made the government look as if it
cannot keep a secret, then exacerbated the
situation by fleeing to Cuba and Russia, both
of which aren’t on the best terms with the
United States.
The response from Congress has been
divisive, to say the least: John Boehner
has called Snowden a traitor, rejecting
Snowden’s moniker of “whistleblower”
because he committed a felony, while
New Jersey 12th district representative
Rush Holt immediately filed H.R. 2818,
a resolution to repeal the PATRIOT
Act, which allows such surveillance
programs. However, those who sit
on the Senate or House Intelligence
Committee, such as Representative
Peter King of New York, refuse to buy
into the media frenzy that followed
Snowden’s leak. Bloomberg reports
that King has stated there is “a grab bag
of misinformation and distortion” and
that the NSA has a “99.99 percent batting
average.” With all the confusion occurring in
Congress at this time, it is very unlikely that
the ten bills on the floor right now limiting
the scope of the NSA’s power will ever come
to fruition.
The NSA was acting lawfully with the
PRISM program, but it had to be obscured
from the American people to insure that the
program would be kept secret from potential
terrorists.
Relax. The NSA doesn’t care about
anyone’s boring school-related emails or
late-night movie marathons, and it definitely
won’t waste time reading them. Being safe
does not mean stealing rights.

can get away with programs as intrusive as
this, what can prevent it from furthering
its surveillance? What can prevent it from
invading other parts of our lives? The
government can justify these practices as
much as it wants to, claiming that it has the
interests of the American people in mind.
But what it possesses through the NSA
programs is an absurdly immense amount of
power. The government can track and store
intimate details which can be used to cause
much harm to millions of people, especially
if they’re considered threats. Now some
may say that they have nothing to hide; the
NSA can track whatever they do because
they do nothing wrong on the web. But what
would be considered wrong? Would reading
the blog of a radical political thinker be a
red flag? Would immaturely joking about
violence be cause for alarm?
I want to be safe as much as anyone else
does, but not at this cost. I do not want
my government to possess such virtually
limitless power in its hands. I do not want
it to follow what I do on my computer. I
do not want the intimate, private details of
my life stored for a year. And I cannot trust
the government to act responsibly with the
information it possesses because it betrayed
my trust by underhandedly obtaining data
about my life. I hope my fellow Americans
share these sentiments of mine.
Freedoms and liberties are lost one step at
a time; if the government cannot check the
unreasonable expansion of its own powers,
then it is up to the people to voice their
complaints and issues. That is why Snowden
should be commended and not demonized;
even with the possibility of facing drastic
legal and social consequences, he brought
to light what he considered ethically wrong.

Even if he broke laws, Snowden should be
applauded for adhering to a higher sense of
morality—one that exists beyond the laws of
this country.
Now that this surveillance problem is out
in the open, the people can help influence
policy surrounding it. As with many laws
that pertain to the public, the U.S. citizens
have a voice. They are not left in the dark
while their leaders decide what to do to

them. This is what makes our nation a
democracy and not an oppressive regime.
Unfortunately, only a few wrong moves
can cause a democracy to transform into
an unscrupulous government. This NSA
crisis could possibly have led to much
worse government intrusion; however, let
us still make sure that nothing like this ever
happens secretly again, not only for our sake,
but for future generations’ as well.

NSA: No Secrets Allowed
By AMEER MALIK, political columnist

ACCORDING TO The Guardian, the
whistleblower Edward Snowden, a former
employee of the defense contractor Booz
Allen Hamilton working for the National
Security Agency, met with two of the
newspaper’s journalists, Glenn Greenwald
and Ewen MacAskill, as well as documentary
filmmaker Laura Poitras, on June 1, 2013,
in Hong Kong. Snowden leaked classified
United States government documents
that have detailed extensive programs by
the NSA to collect information on United
States citizens. These programs include
PRISM, which collects information from
major Internet companies such as Facebook,
Google, and Microsoft, and XKeyscore,
which can gather online data like browsing
histories and emails from millions of people
without any prior authorization. The leaked
documents also claim that the NSA stores
metadata—information that arises from
using technology, including the lengths of
phone calls and the recipients of emails—on
millions of people for up to one year, even if
the people are not targets of the NSA. Since
the incident, Snowden has been seeking
asylum in a foreign country.
All of these invasive measures by the NSA
have been done in the name of national
security. However, I cannot help but
marvel at the extent of such programs. As
technology advances, more intense methods
of surveillance develop; gone are the days
of simple video cameras and microphones.
The people of this country cannot even be
free from the government’s eye in their own
homes.
What the government is doing now is no
doubt a step in a dangerous direction. If it
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YOU KNOW YOU GO TO JPS WHEN...
...you get lost in the counselor’s office.
...freshmen wonder how they can get into
“Honors Lunch.”
...upperclassmen joke about taking “AP
gym.”
...there are strategically placed cameras at
every corner.
...you study harder for gym tests than you do
for some other tests.
...some people show up at Tailgate just to
watch the marching band...
…and many of the others only show up for
the food.
...the cafeteria has free water dispensers.
...the morning news team has more energy
during homeroom than the rest of the
school does before ten o’clock.
...your teacher spends extended periods
of time trying to figure out how to use the
smartboard.
...you’re excited that the girls’ team room
finally has soap...
...until you realize that it’s actually hand
sanitizer.
...you can hardly recall the taste of any
brand of chocolate other than Gertrude
Hawk.
...the new Spanish textbooks are exciting...
...until you realize teachers will use that as
an excuse to assign more homework.

...there could be a sixty degree difference in
temperature inside and outside the school.
...there is a spike in the number of blonde
students during the boy’s soccer season.
...the most exciting part of the morning
announcements is the intro to the “Sports”
segment.
...there are consecutive weekends of
car washes for clubs, and your mother
complains that, despite the intelligence of
the JP students, the fact that they cannot
properly wash a car is astonishing.
...straights and curves have been replaced
with the beep test as the new tribulation of
gym.
...now that students are not allowed to use
USBs, Prezi has become the replacement for
PowerPoint.
...required courses become a pain to work
into your AP-laden, elective-oriented
schedule.
...sleep is a luxury instead of a necessity.
...the seniors enjoy the taste of senioritis for
the first few days of school.
...but within two weeks, they are more
stressed out than the underclassmen .
...half the guys nominated for Homecoming
Duke ask, “What’s a homecoming?”
...on hot days the school cafeteria becomes
a sauna.

Pro-crastination
By KRUTI SITWALA, sophomore
EVERY STUDENT MUST learn how to
procrastinate correctly; it is an unstipulated
requirement to survive high school. The
average teenager, however, has trouble
procrastinating effectively. Luckily, you have
stumbled across this all-inclusive guide that
will help you become a better procrastinator
today—or tomorrow, or maybe next week.
Adopt a motto. We all need a source of
inspiration to remind us of our goals. Try
selecting a quote from someone you admire.
Here is one in particular that you might
want to keep in mind: “Never put off till
tomorrow what may be done the day
after tomorrow just as well.”
Stay organized.
Diligently record
all
homework
and projects in
your
planner
throughout
the day. This
way, you have a
detailed list of
exactly what not
to do. Whether
it is a stack of
worksheets
or a room
that
needs
cleaning,
always
be
mindful
of
what not to do
next. If you are
able to truly master this
technique, soon you will be too lazy to even
update your to-not-do list.
Be creative. Trash the old excuses. Now
is the chance to demonstrate your keen
sense of imagination. You can’t clean your
room you because the dust underneath
your bed will cause you to have a terrible
allergic reaction. So terrible, in fact, that you
won’t be able to finish your English essay.
Speaking of essays, you shouldn’t start that
either because you’re better at writing when
the sun is shining, and right now a cloud just
happens to be blocking the sun’s inspiring
light from reaching your window. How
unfortunate!
Find a hobby. A good student is a wellrounded student. Everyone should have
something to be passionate about. Use

procrastination as an opportunity to explore
the more eccentric activities in life. Reading,
playing sports, and listening to music are so
overrated; why not watch blades of grass
grow, or see how long you can sit in a bathtub?
With time, you will be too engrossed in your
many hobbies to make time for anything else.
Make friends. What’s better than sitting
around doing absolutely nothing? Doing
it with friends, of course! So rise to the
occasion and let your leadership qualities
shine by creating a Procrastination Support
Group. Now you can interact with others
and meet people who

share
the
same “hobbies” as you.
You will absolutely love having the same
conversations with your friends week
after week—“Do you want to go to dinner
sometime?” “Yeah sure, but maybe next
weekend instead.” “Sounds good!”
Frequent the refrigerator. This step is
perhaps the easiest to follow since many of
us raid the kitchen on a regular basis anyway.
With nothing better to do, we often resort to
stuffing our faces. This will not only quell
your boredom, but also fill your stomach.
Clearly, this step yields a win-win situation.
Do your research. While working on
homework or projects, you will undoubtedly
click astray and find yourself in rather
unacademic places on the internet. Once

...the ground outside “explodes.”
...obtaining a library pass has suddenly
become a lottery.
...your friends wish they were in the music
program just to enjoy the air conditioning.
...the frozen fruit juice cups are your new
favorite cafeteria food.
...freshmen are already taking SATs but
juniors still have no idea when they’ll take
them.
...the smell of cinnamon never fails to
remind you of the cobbler on the lunch line.
...your parents wait all year for you to bring
home the Hawkeye Senior College List.
...the geese seem to have disappeared, but
the “presents” that they leave all over the
fields and sidewalks remain.
...students play Blockdude for the TI-84 on
their graphing calculators during class.
...and students with TI-83’s buy 84’s just to
join in on the fun.
...freshmen carry more books than seniors
bother keeping in their lockers .
...the new web design on Parent Portal was
somewhat exciting for you...
...and heightened the experience of
checking grades...
...for about a day.
...senior prom is located across the street
from Costco.

you’ve forgotten about the assignment that
you were working on, the real research
begins. Perhaps you might start with
intensive background checks on all your
friends’ new “boo-thangs” via Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram. Next, you might
head over to Tumblr and lose yourself in the
abundance of conveniently classified blogs
about kittens and food. Before you know it,
the sun will be up and your homework will
still be sitting on your desk, unfinished.
Build your stamina. Endurance is an
admirable trait. Participate in several
marathons
of
binge-watching,
the
highly addictive act of viewing backto-back episodes of your
favorite television shows.
Impressive
dedication
and speed are required
to keep up ..with
multiple ...television
shows at the same
time. Nonetheless,
bing e -watching
is a ridiculously
addictive
way
to
help
you
procrastinate.
Take
the
philosophical
approach. In a
world full of
uncertainties,
all ideas are
subjective,
and
all
descriptions
are relative. Who is
to say that you can’t be “busy”
doing nothing, or that your “short” nap
can’t last more than four hours? Once you
have convinced yourself that there is no
need to do “real” work, you become free
from life’s unfortunate obligations. Think
of it as attaining enlightenment through
procrastination.
And finally, you must repeat. As with all
things, the best procrastinator is the most
consistent procrastinator. You must never
lose sight of the ultimate goal—to delay
your goals. Continue repeating these steps
as many times as you deem necessary, and
you will be well on your way toward a life
filled with the joys—and, eventually, terrible
regrets—of procrastination. Don’t say we
didn’t warn you.

...you can always tell which classes will be
having tests because you see students post
complaints en masse on Facebook.
...teachers explicitly state whether they
round up an 89.9 at the beginning of the
year...
...and your favorite teachers are usually the
ones who do so.
...freshmen think they already know where
they want to go to college...
...and seniors applying to colleges claim that
they still have no idea.
...your school has become the first paperfree high school in America...
...but not for environmental reasons.
...the lyrics to the school’s song are painted
on a wall...
...and you were shocked to find out that JP
has a song...
...but you’re more concerned about why it
doesn’t rhyme.
By RACHEL DIAO, junior,
CLAIRE PAN, sophomore,
and SRID SRIRAM, junior

JPSHAWKEYE.COM:

CHECK IT OUT.

Heard in the
Hallways
By SHERILYN MORSE, senior

FOR MOST STUDENTS, the mundane act of
passing involves staying to the right, getting
to class, and stopping by a friend’s locker,
but the conversations we have are anything
but ordinary. Below is a list of some of the
zaniest dialogues to have been exchanged in
the halls. Perhaps one of them is yours...
THE RANTS

They can’t just take away Columbus Day! It’s
a national holiday!
Can you believe what they did in the last
episode? That was not okay.
Oh my gosh, there’s gluten in this? Do you
like hate me or something?
Don’t you get it? If you die in Canada, you die
in real life!
If you’re wearing flip-flops in 30 degree
weather: leave.
THE NERDY

Is the gym test going to be hard?
Trigonometry: the art of making things up.
No it’s b2 minus 4ac, not plus!
I’d like to imagine a future where instead
of B.C.E. and C.E. we use the cancellation
of Zoey 101 as the datum for humanity’s
calendar. It is currently year 4 Z.C.
‘Professional mountain-measurer’ is not
a career. Nobody gets paid to go around
measuring mountains... unless they’re
trapped in a math problem.
Last week my brother drew a flower on his
math homework and the teacher graded it.
It’s simple! If (x+y)2 = xx+2xy...
THE RIDICULOUS:

I think I did well on that Algebra II test.
Hey! Let me get some of those Wheaties.
I think I’ll shave my head. I can pull it off.
I’m stuck on Band-Aid brand cause BandAid’s stuck on me.
Is he even a good kisser?
No lie, my uncle reads books by sitting on them.
I sometimes mix “I Can’t Believe it’s Not
Butter” with butter to create “I Can Kind of
Believe Some of This May be Butter.”
Next time you’re in the halls, whether
you’re talking to a friend, a teacher, or even
yourself, keep in mind that your audience
may be larger than you expected.
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Hiring Hollywood
By ARJUN GOURISHETTY, sophomore
AS YOU REACH for the handle of the door,
you remind yourself that not all visits to
the
principal’s
office are bad
news. The door creaks open, but to your
astonishment, or maybe horror, you don’t
see Ms. Pawlikowski sitting behind the desk,
but rather the most eccentric celebrity that
you know.

FEATURES

entire wing of the school. His favorite saying
would be, “Hasta la vista, bullying!” Mr.
Schwarzenegger would give advice to the
theater department, insisting that “it’s all
in da one-liners, kids!” Moreover, students
would end up adding “Schwarzenegger” to
their computer’s dictionaries so that autocorrect can spell it out for them.

If the principal of JP Stevens were...
MILEY CYRUS: Her presence would
surely hit JP like a wrecking ball.
As the type of celebrity who
likes to shake things up,
she would tear the page
about dress code out of
the JP handbook and
proclaim a revolution on
the issue of outfits. She
would mistakenly think
that many students had
followed her example by
cutting their hair short
and bleaching it blonde.
And of course, school dances
would be sights to behold. Principal
Cyrus would encourage students to
express themselves through creative
dance moves, crying out, “It’s our party, we
can do what we want!”
ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER: A-bodybuilder-turned-Hollywood-actor-turned
California-governor. Could you ask for a
more daunting principal? If the king of
cheesy one-liners were JP’s principal,
the school’s weight room would receive
a massive makeover; it would become a
world-class fitness center occupying an

LADY GAGA: She would demand

only one thing from her students: not
respect, not honesty, but applause.
Lady Gaga would refer to students as
her “Little Monsters,” and she would only
respond to the name “Mother Monster.”
Whenever teachers call the office, she
would pick up and reply, “Stop calling,
stop calling. I don’t want to talk anymore!”
She would put a gaga spin on the school’s
fashion and design courses, and then add

them to the required curriculum. With her
influence, students would start coming to
school dressed in what might normally be
considered Halloween costumes.
KANYE WEST: Instead of inspirational
quotes by influential people, students
would find Kanye’s most famous, and most
infamous, Twitter posts adorning the hallway
walls. As a self-proclaimed
“non-reader of books,” Kanye
would shut down the library
and rework the entire academic
curriculum. In a few years,
students in child development
classes would get a chance to
watch little North West grow
up... and a little to the left.
During
standardized
tests, Kanye would
come on the PA and say,
“Yo, JP, I’m really proud
of you. I’ma let you
finish, but my new
single on Yeezus
is one of the
best of all
time! I know,
I’m a God.”
You
quickly
shake your head
and rub your eyes.
As your vision refocuses, Ms.
Pawlikowski reappears behind
the desk. As she greets you with a smile,
you mutter to yourself with a sigh of relief,
“Thank goodness.” Maybe you didn’t get
enough sleep last night, or perhaps it was
just a trick of the light. The good news,
however, is that the principal of JP Stevens
has not been replaced by a wacky celebrity.
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Seen at JP

By VICTORIA CHANDRA, sophomore
THE SCHOOL MAP probably became your
best friend as it guided you to your classes
the first few days of freshman year. Here are
some of the quirkier places around JP.
THE MARKETPLACE: Clubs take advantage
of front lobby traffic which provides a sure
supply of hungry customers. Perhaps some
students have not eaten since period 4,
though most are simply drawn to the savory
smells of sauce and cheese. Who wouldn’t
give up a buck fifty for that?
THE FOWL NESTING GROUNDS: The
football field serves two purposes. One is as
the home turf; the other is as the temporary
residence for seasonal flocks of Canadian
geese. Luckily, the little presents that the
geese leave behind help students to hone
their athletic abilities. It takes quick reflexes
to avoid soiling your sneakers.
THE INVISIBLE CLASSROOMS: Have you
ever seen rooms 145, 146, 147, and 148?
No? Neither have we. According to certain
versions of the JP Stevens map, these rooms
are listed in the yard between the A-wing and
the cafeteria—in the middle of the courtyard.
THE GATES ON STAIRS: Dust accumulates
on a flight of stairs that is perpetually barred
behind locked gates. Here, the proverbial
freshman wonders if there is really a pool on
the third floor. But the suspiciously blocked
stairwell does cause one to ask: why is there
even a full flight of stairs leading to the roof?
THE MUSIC PRACTICE ROOMS: Many
students find the stillness serene and
conducive to effective practice. Others find
it rather claustrophobic. Still others only
notice that it sounds like you’re checking the
refrigerator when you open the doors.

From the Desk of a JP Student
Now that school is in full swing, students have dusted off their workspaces and resumed their studies at these
personal arenas. Cramming for quizzes, typing up labs, and dozing off are common activites that plague the
students’ lives, but watching videos, surfing the Web, and gourging at midnight are some of the more enjoyable
pastimes that students indulge in. Explore the vast variety of “extracurricular” activities.

I.M.D.Bunked
By PRACHI SINHA, sophomore
BORED OF THE RINGS

Frodo sits listlessly as a man drones on and on about the luck he had
in finding a golden ring on the lake floor while he was swimming.
Frodo finally decides to shut him up by throwing his ring into a
volcano. The end.
THE PINK PANTSER

A bumbling police inspector tries to catch The Diva, a daring
miscreant who has been terrorizing town by pants-ing unwary
victims wearing pink pants.
PIE HARD

John McCake, the head chef of the NY Culinary Institute, must save
a prize recipe, which has been stolen by foreign rival Hams Graper
during a Christmas party in Times Square. Warning: includes
violent use of whisks, sifters, and pie tins.
TWIBITE

A young, uninspiring teenager sees a pale sparkle in the woods one
day and goes to investigate, only to find the most alluring being she
has ever seen. He leads her further into the woods, then leans in to…
sink his teeth into her skin and drain her body of blood. Whoops,
not boyfriend material!
THE EXTERMINATOR

A robotic handyman sent from the future travels back in time to
exterminate a dangerous species of insect that has infested his
society, squishing one bug—“I’ll be smack”—at a time.
DOWN

78-year-old Carla sets out to fulfill her lifelong dream of seeing the
depths of the ocean floor. A young Girl Scout comes along in an
amazing journey that includes talking sharks and an exotic jellyfish
named Kevin.

CEREAL IN CHOCOLATE MILK

You are out of the box. Taking
two commonplace foods and
mixing them up to come up
with something crazy and
different, in the middle of the
night no less, you find joy in
the unexpected, and when
faced with difficult decisions,
you find a compromise that
gives you the best of both
worlds.

THE PRINCESS BRIBE

The classic fairytale of a beautiful princess and a dashing prince
who together take bribes to pardon giants and evil swordsmen.
Meanwhile, the plot is narrated by the voice of a grandfather
teaching his grandchildren the corrupt ways of the world.

SOUR CANDY

SHEEPLESS IN SEATTLE

An impoverished farmer calls a radio talk show in an attempt to find
his missing sheep. He travels the country in vain only to find the
lamb turn up when all hope is lost.
THE EXORSISTERS

Actress Chris notices that her daughter has been acting strangely
lately, arguing with someone when she is alone, changing her outfits
back and forth throughout the day, and reapplying her makeup
without remembering. Possession? This girl has not only one demon,
but two. Meet the exorsisters.
TOASTBUSTERS

“Who you gonna call? Toastbusters!” If you’re worried about making
a corny or awkward toast for a special occasion, we’ll be there to
save the day! The director of this movie is a great guy, really. You
know, there was this one time he and I had a conversation...
HIPPIE POTTER AND THE SORCERERS STONE

Rescued from his neglectful aunt and uncle, a young boy must
overcome his first challenge: guarding the most sacred possession
of the Highwarts School of Hippies—the sacred rock, a gem that
enables perpetual enstonement.

You are wild, and the high
levels of sour candy pulsating
through your bloodstream
only add to your craziness.
Since you have so much energy
to begin with, you don’t eat
to replenish your energy
supply but rather to keep your
frenzied mind occupied.

LUNCHABLES

You have honed channeling
your inner 7-year-old down
to an art. As someone who
frequently reminisces about
the happier days, when you
didn’t have midterms or
applications to fret over, you
love to indulge in your onceupon-a-time elementary
school lunch. You probably
wish we had recess in high
school.

TROY STORY

One day a young boy named Troy receives a mysterious package. He
is surprised to find a Mr. Potatohead sitting in front of his door, but
brings him in nonetheless. Shortly, strange things start happening in
his room. Witness the battle between toy and man, Trojan War II!

WHAT YOU SAID

Your parents paid y
some friends at the m

You climbed a mountain
cousin slipped and almost

You went to Miami for a week
here in Florida! #sunshine.”

You went to Milan over the summe
floral sweatpants and pink camouflag

You visited Ecuador and got stung by a m
but somehow you managed to survive.

You threw an epic party and invited people fr
camera and obnoxiously loud music in a pitch b

You stayed at a gorgeous hotel during a road trip th
and Shirley Temples. Then you posted a picture of yo

You lost your phone on a whitewater rafting excursion o

You went to Paris over the summer and got the trendiest new

You beat up a group of thugs while vacationing in Aruba. They s
while executing a vicious roundhouse kick. As for the thugs… wel

WATER

COFFEE

If water is your midnight snack,
you are either very healthy or
simply can’t be bothered to go
and get a hearty snack. If it’s
the latter case, you’re pretty
laid back, without any pressing
concerns. Instead of creating
intricate plans, you just go with
the flow.

Late night coffee advocates are pragmatic. Nothing like a boost of
caffeine to keep you from falling asleep on top of the textbook.

SLICES OF PROCESSED AMERICAN CHEESE

You are a true patriot, unwilling to settle for Swiss,
parmesan, or mozzarella. Instead, you enjoy the splendor
of rich, golden squares of dairy. Or maybe you simply enjoy
opening those cellophane wrappers.
ICE CREAM

If ice cream is your late night
siren, you’re classic yet versatile.
Ice cream is reliable for any
occasion: a big bowl to comfort
you during a movie marathon, a
quick cone to prep you for your
next cram session, or an intricately
designed sundae with exotic
toppings when you’re feeling
crafty and avoiding work.

You
You Are
are What
what You
you eat
Eat

MICROWAVE PIZZA

MICROWAVE
PIZZA
You
are devious.
You
You
are
devious.
You
probably didn’t like the
latest
probably
didn’t
like
the
latest
“experiment” your mother
“experiment”
your
mother
tried for dinner and decided
tried
for dinner
andfrozen
decided
to warm
up some
to
warm
up
some
frozen
pizza instead. At least you’re
pizza instead.
least
you’re
considerate
of At
your
mother’s
considerate
of
your
mother’s
feelings and did this after she
feelings and
this after she
felldid
asleep.
fell asleep.

...what your late-night snack says about you
By AISHWARYA NAIR, junior
It’s dark. It’s late. Your stomach is getting impatient.
Whether you are frantically pouring over history notes
or leisurely watching the last season of your favorite
show, the midnight snack is a crucial element of any
late-night activity. The way you appease your stomach
says a surprisingly great deal about your personality.

A BOWL OF PEANUT BUTTER

You’re a little nutty. After all,
who eats a bowl of peanut
butter? The proper way to
eat it is right out of the jar.
Peanut-butter fanatics don’t
mind getting messy. They
go where life leads them,
whether it’s on a celery stick
or a cracker.

FRUITS

FRUITS and downYou are all-natural
You
are
all-natural
downto-earth. You prefer and
things
to be
to-earth.
You
prefer
things
be
simple and sweet, withoutto
any
simple
and
sweet,
without
any
excessive packaging.
excessive packaging.

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

RAMEN

Anyone who chooses to stand in the kitchen for countless
minutes actually making a midnight snack deserves applause. You
are a hard worker in school and you reward yourself for these
efforts by granting yourself a good meal.

Not going for the coma-inducing,
super-sweet sugar cookie, you like a
delicate balance between the sweet
cookie and the darker chocolate chip.
In life too, you appreciate a symphony
of different experiences. Instead of
trying to pick apart all the little details,
you look at the bigger picture.

By MARISSA FU, junior

How Summer Really Went
By NIKITA SALWAN, junior

Summer has left us with hazy memories as we immerse ourselves in the school year. Of course, we kept our friends
updated on all the incredible things that happenaed over the vacation… it was incredible, right?
HAPPENED:

WHAT REALLY HAPPENED:

you to babysit your little brother. Meanwhile, you left him at home to go hang out with
mall.

You got stuck babysitting your younger brother and his lame friends on a Saturday night while your
parents went out to watch a movie.

n with your distant cousin from Colorado. While the two of you were scaling a cliff, your
t died. You caught him at the last second, even though it left you wounded.

You fell off your bike and slid across the pavement. You were left with a nasty scrape on your left knee.

k and got a hot tan. You took a photo and captioned it, “Chillin’ at the beach. It’s beautiful

You couldn’t go to the beach and tried tanning in your backyard instead. You ended up walking to the
drugstore to buy spray tan, which ruined nearly all of your nice clothes with ugly orange stains.

er and stocked up on the latest styles. You couldn’t believe that the models were wearing
ge skorts, but hey, it’s fashion.

The only new clothes you got over the summer were the ones your mother thought were “absolutely
adorable!”

mysterious bug that was previously unknown to science. The bite could have been deadly,

You went outside for two seconds and got stung by a bee.

rom other high schools. You posted an eight-second video on Facebook with a shaky
black room.

Your parents left the house empty for a weekend. You heated up some pizza and thought about
inviting your neighbor over but decided to eat it by yourself and scroll through Tumblr posts instead.

hrough the countryside with your best friends. You took selfies while drinking pina coladas
our second cousin and captioned it, “The sweetest waiter in the world!”

The closest thing to a fancy hotel that you stayed at was your grandma’s condo. Her fridge was stocked
with prune juice and seltzer.

out west. The replacement you have right now is temporary until you get the iPhone 5S.

You got your phone taken away after you crossed your texting limit…again.

w haircut. The stylist gave you a modern look with a lot of “choppy layers.”

Your little brother decided to give you a haircut while you were sleeping on the couch.

stole a young girl’s purse and you just had to help out. Unfortunately, you broke your leg
ll, let’s just say that they’re not getting out of the hospital anytime soon.

You tripped up the stairs and sprained your ankle while trying to balance three plates of food for
yourself.
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THE BEGINNING of each year starts off
with new faces, of incoming freshmen and
new teachers that are ready to bring a fresh
wave of ideas and teaching styles to JP. This
year, JP is welcoming many new teachers,
some with decades of experience and some
with just a few years’ worth. Either way, the
new teachers are sure to impress with their
knowledge, and make the JP experience that
much better.

MS. CLEARY, the new business
teacher at JP, graduated
from Ramapo College with a
master’s degree in Educational
Technology. Ms. Cleary’s career
schoice was influenced in part
by her own high school teacher,
and likewise encourages her
students to “work hard, actively
participate, and achieve their
dreams.” She strongly believes
that every day is a new learning
experience and promotes an
open exchange of information
between her and her students.
Ms. Cleary is serving as a coadvisor of both FBLA and the
freshman class and is looking
forward to a great year. She
hopes that her career at JP
will be pleasurable and that
her future will be filled with
wonderful experiences shared
with her students. In her free
time, Ms. Cleary enjoys visiting
the beach and New York City
with her children.

JP: Welcoming
New Teachers
By WINONA ATMAJA, KONYA BADSA, ARIHANT SETH, seniors,
SAMANTHIKA DEVALARAJU, PAULINA LEE, NISHI SHAH,
CHITHRA SUBRAMONIAN, KAVYA UDUPA, juniors,
TANAYA BADSA, sophomore,
GRACE WU, and COURTNEY ZENG freshmen
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MR. DIFILIPPO, a new chemistry teacher,
has always wanted to become either a
scientist or an inventor. He graduated from
University of Delaware with a bachelor’s
degree in Chemistry.
As a teacher, his goal is to help improve the
state of high school education. Mr. DiFilippo
believes that high school is all about taking
part in an engaging, open-minded learning
experience. He advises his students to
“always question what they are told, and try
to apply the scientific methods and
ideas in their lives.” Mr. DiFilippo’s
passions for chemistry and teaching
bring countless opportunities for
his students to engage with the field
and possibly become the “next great
minds” in science. But, his love for
science does not stop at teaching. In
his free time, he enjoys reading The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,
which is a 1970s science fiction
series. He also enjoys watching and
playing baseball.

ABBAS TAYEBI

Students in Ms. Schiavone’s Italian class are excited to dive into the language and the
culture of a foreign country.

The
exclamation,
“Chugga
chugga!” is commonly heard in Mr.
Mayes’ physics and environmental
science classroom.
MR. JONATHAN MAYES, who has
an undergraduate and master’s
degree from Rutgers University, says
he created the idea of the “Mayes
Train” when he was teaching a
class at Rutgers and wanted the
students to be more interactive. Mr.
Mayes originally wanted to become
a researcher, but the environment
did not suit him. However, he
was passionate about science and
decided to turn to teaching physics,
explaining that “it is the most
encompassing science.” Aside from
Rutgers, Mr. Mayes also taught at
Woodrow Wilson Middle School
and Herbert Hoover Middle School.
So far in his JP experience, Mr.
Mayes enjoys interacting with the
staff, students, and of course, “the
Jacuzzi in the teachers’ lounge.”

MS. SCHIAVONE, the new
Italian teacher at JP Stevens,
grew up in Westchester County,
NY. Although Schiavone herself
is Italian, she spoke English at
home and wasn’t fully exposed
to the Italian language until
college. In her first year, Ms.
Schiavone attended the pre-med
program at Boston College, but
MS. YEE knew exactly what she
soon realized that Italian was
wanted to do, even at a young
her true passion and switched
age. Children often say that when
her major to the language, while
they grow up, they want to be the
studying Art History as a minor.
President or a firefighter or an
She studied abroad in Parma,
astronaut. However, Ms. Yee, ever
Italy for a year and also studied
since she could remember, wanted
in Florence while in graduate
to pursue art. As she puts it, “Art has
school at Middlebury College.
always been my first love. When I
While immersing herself in a
was a kid, my mom and sister saved
truly Italian environment as
our report cards in a scrapbook, and
an international student, Ms.
the last question in the scrapbook
Schiavone fell in love with the
was ‘what do you want to be when
culture. However, she didn’t
you grow up?’ Nearly every year, I
realize that she wanted to be a
would answer it by saying I wanted
teacher until she started to teach
to be an art teacher.”
Italian to adults while working
Ms. Yee majored in art at Rutgers
at an art museum. She had
University as an undergraduate.
taught Italian to middle school
Later, she studied at Kean University
SHREYA GURJAR for her teaching certificate and
children before, but decided
to come to JP and educate high Juniors and seniors warm up in Physical Education, stretching to the instructions of the
supervisory certificate. When she
school students about the Italian Physical Education teachers.
finished receiving her teaching
language and culture.
certificates, she taught at Edison
When Ms. Schiavone arrived at JP, she felt
MR. EARL of Roxbury, NJ, is a new physical
To Mr. Earl, teaching is a profession that
High School for fifteen years until she moved
“overwhelmed at first, but now that [she] can education teacher here at JP. He received allows him to work with young adults and
to JP; the length of her career currently
find [her] way around the building, it’s much a bachelor’s degree in Health and Exercise help make athletics a part of each student’s
totals an impressive sixteen and a half years
better.” One thing she loves about JP is the Science from Rowan University and a life. He hopes that “students at JP always
in Edison Township. As an educator, Ms.
weekly song played over the speakers every master’s in Education Administration from take their [peers’ and teachers’] advice and
Yee hopes to “prepare [her students] for
Friday during passing between homeroom Montclair University. Fondly remembering apply it into their lives.” Mr. Earl hopes that
what will come next and encourage them to
and first period. She is also very excited to be his childhood, Mr. Earl recalls that some of students will learn some of the same life
always grow and learn.”
an advisor for the Italian Club and eager to the best times of his life were on the athletic lessons that he himself has discovered. And
In her free time, Ms. Yee enjoys outdoor
share her enthusiasm for the Italian culture. field. With athletics playing such a huge role in the process, he might learn more as well.
activities, concerts involving all types of
She hopes that her “students will learn to in his life, he has learned many life lessons
In his free time, Mr. Earl enjoys surfing,
music, touring museums’ galleries and
love something about either the Italian from it, including teamwork, determination, skiing, hiking, kayaking, and spending time
watching plays, as well as anything related
culture or the language… or both!”
hard work, and integrity.
with his family.
to visual and performing arts.

At a
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By JAHNAVI VYAS, sophomore
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MR. AIELLO, an environmental science
teacher, is among the newest additions to
the science department of JP Stevens. He
earned his bachelor’s degree in Biology from
the University of Delaware and a second
bachelor’s degree in Computer Science from
NJIT/Rutgers. Mr. Aiello then received his
M.Ed. in Biological Science Education from
Rutgers’ Graduate School of Education.
Previously a teacher at Woodrow Wilson
Middle School, Mr. Aiello is excited that,
here at JP, he is going to able to
engage in a higher level of thinking
in his science classes for years
to come. Besides teaching, Mr.
Aiello has many hobbies such as
hiking, bike riding, and camping.
As final words to his students, Mr.
Aiello draws parallels between
his expectations of his students
to the expectations he has of his
own children. “One: don’t be
afraid to be wrong; two: question
everything; and three: always
keep your sense of humor.”
MR. BIGELOW is a new biology
teacher and JP’s new freshman
football coach. He went to
Muhlenberg College as an
undergraduate and both Villanova
University and the University
of Maryland, College Park, for
graduate studies and research.
A high school biology teacher
inspired him to follow his passion
for biology, since “[Biology] is
amazing because it is everything
we are.” He enjoys football,
disc golfing, and grilling. When
asked about how he liked JP, he
responded. “I love it! It is such
a spirited school, and students
have fantastic personalities!” As a
final note, he says to “Follow your
passions, respect your colleagues,
take a harder look at everything
you see, and question everything.”

JP: Welcoming
New Teachers, cont.
Although the teachers who left JP will be missed, the new teachers who have arrived bring
excitement and new teaching styles. We hope that they find a home in JP and atay here for
years to come, spreading their knowledge to students of all ages and backgrounds.
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DR. KNECHT is not only a biology and
environmental science teacher, but also
a former Hawk! She obtained a Doctor of
Pharmacy degree from Rutgers University
but chose to teach science after realizing
that she’d rather teach than become a
pharmacist. Dr. Knecht, who had previously
taught at Bishop Ahr for four years, is
ecstatic to be teaching with her former
science teachers. Surprisingly, as a JP
Stevens student, she enjoyed spanish more
than science because she liked
the language, loved the culture,
and especially admired her former
teachers (Dr. Buonomo and Mrs.
Schwartz, to name a few). Dr.
Knecht recalled while laughing,
“Spanish was fun when my
younger brother and I would have
conversations in front of my mom
at the dinner table. She’d have no
idea what we were saying!” Beside
enjoying spanish, Dr. Knecht loves
Breaking Bad and traveling, and is
especially fond of her trip to Italy
with some of her students during
the spring semester. Dr. Knecht
advises her students to push
themselves without becoming too
focused on the numerical grade
they receive, and commiserated
with the Breaking Bad fans, saying
that she’s “sad it’s over.”

ABBAS TAYEBI

Students are hard at work honing their technical skills in business, as Ms. Cleary, their
teacher, watches.

MS. WEBSTER is the new
marketing, accounting, economics,
and banking and finance teacher at
JP Stevens. Having taken classes
at Rider University, she is ready to
share her knowledge of business
with her high school students. In
the past, Ms. Webster taught at
West Milford and Randolph and
enjoys being a part of her students’
success. An enthusiastic teacher,
Ms. Webster has many hobbies.
She loves to watch football in her
free time and follows popular
shows, such as Vampire Diaries
and How I Met Your Mother.
When asked how she is enjoying
JP, Ms. Webster responded
happily, “I love it here! Everyone
is so friendly, and the students are
very respectful.” As an experienced
teacher, Ms. Webster frequently
advises her students, “You can do
anything if you just put the time
and effort behind it.” Ms. Webster
recommends her classes to all high
school students because it teaches
them skills that are applicable in
the real world.

MRS. DATO, a special education
and math teacher, decided to
pursue a career in education for
one reason: to make a positive
impact. “I remember some of
my high school teachers who
taught me life lessons that I
will never forget,” she explains.
“It is my hope to pass these life
lessons on to my current and
future students.” Mrs. Dato lived
in Scotch Plains and graduated
from Scotch Plains-Fanwood
High School before going on
to obtain her Bachelor’s and
Master’s degrees from East
SENORA BORDON, the new
Stroudsburg University and Kean
Spanish teacher, has always
University, respectively. Math,
loved teaching others. S Bordon,
surprisingly, was not her favorite
who obtained a masters in
subject in school. “Most of my
Spanish Literature from Florida
former math teachers were very
International University, is able to
ABBAS TAYEBI
dry, “ she recalls. “I want to be a
blend her passions for her heritage
teacher who gets students excited Underclassmen in Dr. Knecht’s class are curious and eager to learn more about the
and for teaching every day. Beside
about math, and instill in them science of life.
teaching Spanish language and
a passion for the subject, even if
culture, she promotes the idea that
they initially came to my class disliking it.”
MR. GARCIA is a new physical education he will be able to both help students become although “we may all come from different
Mrs. Dato also plays volleyball and soccer. teacher at JP. Mr. Garcia graduated from better individuals and teach them the cultures, we are all still the same.” She also
As this year’s varsity girls soccer coach, she Montgomery Township High School, necessity of being physically active as much believes that attitude is the most important
knows the value of putting in 100% effort, in where he played football. He went to as they can. He advises students to “give a part of learning a language and that faith is
sports or academics. “The people who learn college at Rowan University, graduating 100% effort in everything [they] do,” but to the driving factor behind success. These are
this lesson earlier in life are the ones who with a Bachelor of Arts in Health and make sure to have fun and enjoy life. When sentiments taught by her mother, who always
generally succeed in the future,” she states. Exercise Science. Mr. Garcia has always asked for his thoughts about how he likes encouraged her and said that an education is
“JP Stevens is an amazing school that fosters been passionate about sports and physical JP, Mr. Garcia says that he loves it so far and the key to everything. Sra. Bordon is also a
this value. Everyone here is so positive and education, and was persuaded by his mentor, greatly enjoys working with the staff and new advisor of JPAWS.
supportive, and the students and staff have Corey Delgado, to pursue a career in the students. Unsurprisingly, in his free time,
What she enjoys most about teaching, she
made me feel extremely comfortable. I’m field.
Mr. Garcia enjoys watching football and says, is “seeing my students excel in life and
lucky to be a part of this school!”
Mr. Garcia hopes that, through teaching, working out.
in what they love doing.”

50:
years since JP
Stevens High School
was founded

1,008:
steps taken in
2,396:
students
a song by a clarinet player
currently attending JP
in the marching band

Stevens High School

324:
hours of
volleyball practice this
season
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Meeting Ms. Sideris Greeting Mrs. Lell
By NISHI SHAH, junior
“A SMOOTH SEA never made a skilled
sailor.” This, along with various other
proverbs, can be seen on Post-it notes all over
the office of Mrs. Sideris, the new English
Supervisor. Because she loved children so
much, Mrs. Sideris considered becoming
a pediatrician, but after discovering the
amount of math involved in the career, she
decided to follow her other passion and major
in English to become a teacher. She attended
Rutgers for an undergraduate degree in
English Literature with a dual minor in
Creative Writing and Greek Literature and
a graduate degree in English Education. She
also received another graduate degree from
NJ Excel.
Ms. Sideris has worked in the Edison
school district for a fair amount of time.
Before becoming an English Supervisor,
Mrs. Sideris taught at Edison High School

for twelve years. Now that she has arrived
at JP Stevens, Mrs. Sideris feels that she can
be a valuable influence on English teachers
and is excited to work with the department.
After all, “[her] Eagle roots have prepared
[her] to fly high as a Hawk.”
In her free time, Mrs. Sideris enjoys
practicing yoga and pilates, cooking, and
biking with her three boys. She also loves
reading and writing. She enjoys reading
the works of Margaret Atwood, Chuck
Palahniuk, David Sedaris, and others.
Mrs. Sideris says that she loves the staff
and students at JP and that the school is very
fortunate to have the influence of someone
like Ms. Pawlikowski. One piece of advice
that Mrs. Sideris would like to bestow upon
the students is this: “Anything you strive for
is never handed to you. You have to work
hard and allow yourself to make mistakes.
Learning from those mistakes will be what
leads to success.”

MRS. ELIZABETH LELL was recently
appointed the Supervisor of Mathematics
for JP. Growing up in Newark, Mrs. Lell
attended a competitive private high school
in Clark, NJ where she excelled in multiple
subjects. Beside mathematics, Mrs. Lell loves
history, and originally considered majoring
in the subject. She recounts how she was
able to correct errors in both the history
midterm and final exam during her junior
year in high school. However, she decided
to major to mathematics after winning the
Clare Boothe Luce Scholarship at St. John’s
University in New York, which included
$16,000 in stipends. She graduated with a
bachelor’s degree in the subject.
Before moving to the Edison Township
school district, Mrs. Lell taught at East
Brunswick High School. Expecting to arrive
in early November of this year, Mrs. Lell

was pleasantly surprised to make an early
transition to JP Stevens High School, John
Adams Middle School, and Woodrow Wilson
Middle School. When asked how she was
enjoying the new environment, Mrs. Lell
responded, “The atmosphere is amazing!
I love seeing true, dedicated educators
teaching their craft!”
As a first generation Portugese-born
American, Mrs. Lell has been driven by
her family’s ability to succeed despite the
hardships they faced. This has motivated
her to work harder and provide more for her
own children.
When Ms. Lell is not working, she enjoys
spending time with her husband and two
sons. Among other activities, they enjoy
visiting historical sites, playing sports, and
playing the guitar. Since her sons are Boy
Scouts, she does community service work as
well. Ms. Lell is also very active in her own
school district as part of the PTA.

Soon after, the students experienced what
many consider the best part of the school
day: lunch. As the freshmen settled into the
cafeteria, they realized the true immensity
of their class. “Freshman year,” reminisces
senior Zahra Malik, “was so confusing.
When you walk into the lunchroom, you’re
overwhelmed by the number of students.”
The orientation provided the freshmen with
a chance to meet up with their friends and
share their new experience.
At precisely twelve o’clock, the freshmen
headed out to their assigned homeroom
where H.A.W.K.S. members guided them
through the homeroom process, handing out
locks and going over schedules. To end their
day, the new students walked through their
schedules as they would later do so on the
first official day of school. They left JP ready
to return in September and confident about

their ability to adjust to life in high school.
“Hopefully,” stated Mrs. Pawlikowski, “the
message that they get today is that we care
about them and we really want them to have
a great experience.”
The orientation would not have been
possible without the help of Mr. Glassberg,
Mrs. DeSimone, and the numerous HAWKS
and faculty members who dedicated their
time before and during the event to help
the Freshmen Orientation a great success.
Without these generous members of the
JP Stevens community, the new students
would not have had such a gracious welcome
into the next four years of their lives. On a
final note, senior Pallavi Chadha remarked,
“Surely, with every passing day we will
continue to incorporate these new members
into our school, remembering our own new
beginnings at JP.”

By TANAYA BADSA, sophomore

Freshman Orientation
By LAHARI SANGITHA, senior
THE ANNUAL Freshman Orientation, held
on August 28 and hosted by H.A.W.K.S,
(Helping Another Wonderful Kid Succeed),
allowed
incoming
ninth-graders
to
familiarize themselves with JP Stevens.
Bright-eyed and full of smiles, the freshmen
from both Woodrow Wilson and John Adams
were guided into the gymnasium, where
they obtained their brand new ID cards.
Freshman Esha Khandelwal explained,
“There were so many people and so many
new faces. I was ecstatic to see all my friends
and meet new ones.”
The event began in the auditorium with a
small speech by senior H.A.W.K.S. President
Pallavi Chadha. With a hearty “Good
morning, Class of 2017!”, Mrs. Pawlikowski
presented the guest speaker, Dr. Matt

Urbanovich,
contd.

grow, explore, and “be the change.”
Currently, he has been involved in
supervising extracurricular activities and is
looking forward to being the Harassment,
Intimidation,
and
Bullying
(HIB)
coordinator for the school.
Mr. Urbanovich’s ability to blend his two
passions of coaching and teaching reflects
his own ambition. While he recognizes the
clear importance of academic pursuits, he
also stresses the significance of being a
well-rounded student because he believes
that “clubs, sports, and other activities help
students prepare for real life situations and
teach them to work as a team.”
Mr. Urbanovich has an incredibly
distinctive personality and is passionate
about various sports teams. With the
football season coming up, Mr. Urbanovich
can be found rooting for the Giants, while
his New York Mets baseball gear lies waiting
in anticipation for the baseball season. He is
also an avid traveler, having visited places all
over the country.
By bringing his unique personality and
approach to administration, Mr. Urbanovich
not only embodies the spirit of JP Stevens
but also adds to it. To the students of JP
Stevens, Mr. Urbanovich asks, “If you
don’t have time to do it right the first time,
when will you find time to do it over?” He
stresses the fact that our time here at high
school is crucial, so we must make the best
of the time that we have by taking all the
opportunities that we can. Welcome to JP
Stevens, Mr. Urbanovich!

Bellace, a clinical psychologist and author
of A Better High. Dr. Bellace motivated the
students with an invigorating speech about
obtaining a “natural high” through laughing,
exercising, and having fun with friends.
“I think Dr. Bellace’s speech was really
genuine,” freshman Emily Lo recalled. “His
humor and advice really made the whole
experience of transitioning into high school
more comfortable.”
The students later were directed to various
classrooms where upperclassmen explained
different aspects of JP Stevens such as the
rules and regulations, counseling, clubs and
sports, and the resources in the library. The
students were given a tour by their respective
Homeroom Leaders, students with a specific
position in the H.A.W.K.S. club who ensure
a smooth transition between middle school
and high school for the freshmen.

JPSMUN, contd.
and Crime, and the Special Political and
Decolonization Committee. The day began
with keynote speaker Patrick Tiefenbacher,
an employee of the United Nations whose
career to date has included work in South
Africa and Serbia. As senior Miheer Patankar
put it, “To hear from a distinguished
member of the very organization that this
conference is trying to emulate is very
inspiring to us all.” Tiefenbacher spoke
about how an experience at a collegiate
MUN conference inspired him to pursue
political science along with his original
major, chemistry, when he was a university
student in Austria. Demonstrating their
interest in current events, the MUN
delegates asked the speaker for his opinion
on a variety of topics ranging from the
international implications of unilateral
military action in Syria on the part of the
U.S. to the limitations and value of the
veto power in the Security Council. The
Secretary-General of the conference,
Gaurav Thakur, thanked Mr. Tiefenbacher
for his speech, offered a few words about
his own experience in MUN, and declared
the conference officially open.
Participants across five committees, armed
with the ideals of either the individuals or
the “nation-people” that they represented,
engaged in healthy competition at its
finest. The staff worked overtime as the
delegates worked on overdrive, creating
an atmosphere of fun and frenzy for all.
The two crisis committees, Republican
National Convention and the Trojan War
Committee, battled through ordeals that

AISVARYA CHANDRASEKAR

Two members of the Crisis Staff meet to discuss and plan how to
introduce new elements in committee to alter the flow of debate.
were respectively political and supernatural
in nature, and each consisted of delegates
representing notable individuals. As Rand
Paul and Mitt Romney clashed in the RNC,
Achilles and Odysseus worked to fight off
the Trojans while engineering their own
power plays in the Achaean Cabinet. The
General Assembly and the two specialized
committees epitomized diplomacy, with
compromise and powerfully voiced
opinions holding the key to dominance by
the delegates. By the time the snack break
rolled around, all that was left were mental
exhaustion and satisfied smiles (with maybe
a few close-to-illegible resolutions). In the
words of junior Jessica Francis, a member

of the conference staff, “Food was the
last thing on our minds; our enjoyment
shadowed everything else.”
The conference, from the start, was given
one major purpose: to educate by experience.
And on all counts, it succeeded. As Gaurav
Thakur declared, “MUN is a club for
learning, and for obtaining success through
effort, and that is why we are all here.” The
passion that carried the conference is why
the students chose to take time out of
their weekend and is why everyone won.
Everyone came, everyone saw, and everyone
conquered the challenge of obtaining more
knowledge, and becoming better global
citizens in the process.
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Club Fair: Discovering Dedication
By KELLY YU, freshman
ON OCTOBER 9, a Chinese lion roamed
around the cafeteria flaunting bright colors
while intricate robots were put on display
and a DJ played catchy dance music to set
the mood. This unlikely combination of such
diverse elements could only come together
for one event: the JP Stevens Club Fair.
Although the fair took place on a cloudy,
autumn day that brought gloomy weather
upon JP, the lively atmosphere among the
students was enough to make everyone
forget. The Club Fair gave students a chance
to hang out with their friends, discover new
clubs, and enjoy some delicious food.
Upperclassmen and club officers and
members managed booths scattered
throughout the cafeteria with smiles on
their faces as they tried to lure freshmen and
other newcomers with tempting slushies,
t-shirt giveaways, and neon flyers. Students
occupied almost every inch of space in
the room, touring around with friends to
familiarize themselves with all the clubs
and see what they had to offer. While
advertising the Environmental Club with
her fellow members, junior Jannat Javed
exclaimed, “As a freshman, I discovered the
Environmental Club through the Club Fair.
Now that I am an upperclassman, I am very
grateful for this event since it helped me
discover the club that I love and am in now.”
Like Jannat, many students discovered the
clubs to which they are now very committed
and for which they have a deep passion.
Every club was determined to recruit

new members and employed a variety of
methods to do so. The Cornerstone Christian
Fellowship gave out individually wrapped
candy to attract new students to their
booth. Meanwhile, Ink!, the school’s literary
magazine, displayed a wide collection of
published issues produced by the club
members, showcasing their artistic abilities
that ranged from writing insightful poems
to producing stunning works of visual art.
Some clubs were able to gain the attention
of students who may never have considered
joining. Freshman Divya Khanna stated,
“While walking around the cafeteria, I found
the B.R.I.D.G.E.S. Club. After listening to the
members speak about their work, I thought
that this was my chance to try something
new!” The Club Fair offered an opportunity

NARAYAN KOVIL

Various clubs, including the Sophisticated Hawks, were at the Club Fair,
hoping to attract new members.

Homecoming, JP DAY, contd.
contd.
full swing. The girls were dressed as flappers
with exquisite dresses and ornate headbands
while the boys wore bow-ties and suspenders.
The entire room was filled with kids from all
grades, and to everyone’s surprise, some JP
graduates even made appearances. For the
first hour, students took pictures, met with
friends, ate, and had a great time dancing to
a variety of party songs that were mixed in
with selections from the recent Great Gatsby
film.
In the middle of the dance, the nominees
for Homecoming Duke and Duchess all
made an entrance to attend the crowning
ceremony. Nominees for Duke included
juniors Casey He, Lawrence Lin, Antonio
Nigro, Srid Sriram, and Stephen Susan.
Nominees for Duchess were Kobi Dent,
Michelle Karpenos, Bianna Koutsenko,
Haley Schneider, and Crystal Weller. The
nominees for Homecoming King—Jakub
Chmiel, Jong Chan Lee, Jaashir Morris,
Chris Ricigliano, Ryan Wall—also made
an appearance as well as the nominees for
Homecoming Queen: Brett O’Grady, Iris
Wong, Carin Yao, and Melaney Zranchev.
The highly anticipated results were
announced and met with a resounding cheer
in the cafeteria: Stephen Susan and Kobi
Dent were crowned as Duke and Duchess.
”I can’t believe that I won! I am so honored
and thankful for my classmates who voted
for me,” junior Kobi Dent exclaimed.
Homecoming King and Queen, Jong Chan
Lee and Melaney Zranchev were announced
the following night at JP’s Homecoming
football game during halftime.
Soon after the crowning ceremony,
everyone returned to dancing, savoring every
minute of the last few songs. As the party at
Gatsby’s came to an end, the students slowly
came out of the Roaring 1920s and back
into reality. Senior Juhi Kampani expresses
after the night, “I’m sad that it’s my last
Homecoming, and I wish I could come back
next year.”

for many students like Divya to learn more
about themselves and possibly discover their
own latent interests.
No matter what any student’s particular
interests were, there was always a club
perfectly suited for their desires waiting to
be discovered at the fair. These organizations
ranged from academic clubs such as Science
Olympiad and Academy of Science to clubs
such as the Bridge Club and Interact. With
so many clubs, both new and established, the
atmostphere at the Club Fair was lively until
the end.
The Club Fair provided an opportunity for
students to learn about less popular clubs
at JP and to just socialize with friends. For
these reasons and more, it will be one of the
most anticipated events every school year.

to participate. Project Sunshine offered
henna tattoos while the War Hawks had
remote controlled robots that allowed
participants to play miniature soccer. In the
field, children and teenagers raced through
an inflatable obstacle course. Talented
artists of the Anime Club skillfully sketched
caricatures of people in just minutes.
Attendees also enjoyed watching spin art
gyrate into masterpieces in front of their
eyes as well as planting flower seeds.
Inside the school, the choir had set up
karaoke with singers rising from the crowd
to participate, singing songs like “ABC”
by The Jackson 5 and “Hey Jude” by The
Beatles. Badminton and volleyball courts
were set up in the gym, allowing for friendly
pickup games between teams of players.
In front of the orchestra was a podium with
an inviting sign reading, “Conduct Us” where
volunteers were given the opportunity to
lead the orchestra. The musicians responded
accordingly by changing their tempo and
dynamics. Senior Cindy Lin, the mastermind
behind this concept, derived this idea from
a popular YouTube video created by Improv
Everywhere. She mentioned, “I really love
the types of videos they have. They do
something unexpected which leaves viewers
interested.”
Science Olympiad gave people the chance
to create “gak,” a malleable semi-solid
produced by mixing borax, glue, and food
coloring. Hawkeye allowed participants
to decorate cookies, and FCCLA allowed
to decorate cupcakes in the family and
consumer sciences classroom.
Other clubs also invited groups of people
to participate in games of different kinds.
Odyssey of the Mind attracted dancers
and video game enthusiasts with hit video
games such as “Super Smash Bros Brawl”
and “Mario Kart” on the Nintendo Wii. In
another room, people danced following an
on-screen video game called “Just Dance 3.”
In the cafeteria, FBLA had ping pong tables
set up for those who wanted to try their hand
at the sport. The Chess Club also attracted

Superheroes
of Service
By GURLEEN KAUR, senior

THE “SUPERHEROES OF SERVICE” of
New Jersey ventured on a mission to
collect supplies for the Tools for Success
fundraiser and celebrate service at the Key
Club Fall Rally at Six Flags Great Adventure
on October 13. JP and the other schools in
Division 10 were represented by Lieutenant
Governor Richa Deshpande, who dressed as
Captain America as part of the superhero
theme. “The success of this rally is the doing
of every Key Clubber who attended and
especially the Officers who facilitated their
attendance,” she said. “Hopefully we will
see even more success at the next major
District event, DCON!”
Key Clubbers from every division
learned about the many projects offered, all
while making new friends. The lieutenant
governors and the District Board spoke about
various topics, including this year’s district
Project: Eliminate. The Eliminate Project
has brought together Kiwanis International
and UNICEF to help fight against maternal
neonatal tetanus, a disease which kills one
baby every nine seconds.

“Even though we didn’t
win the competition...[t]he
only things we lost were our
voices.”
— Lexi Karpf, Key Club’s Jr. VP

many people to play in strategic contests of
the age-old board game.
Students who had recently graduated
from JP returned to their high school to take
part in JP Day and rekindle friendships with
old classmates. Junior Srid Sriram observed,
“JP Day fosters an integrating environment
for students both new and old, and it’s a
chance for club exposure.”
The success of JP Day was accredited
to the many clubs that created the lively
environment. Sophomore Eric Duong
commented, “It shows how great of a
time students can have when every club
contributes.” JP Day was a successful
fundraising event that not only raised money
but also brought together peers and families
in a memorable afternoon of fun and games.

District Governor Ryan Clarkin concluded
the event with by awarding the Spirit
Stick prize to the division with the most
enthusiasm and spirit. JP Key Clubbers
showed an immense amount of spirit as
Division 10 was called out. Even though
Division 15 won the award, Division 10’s
enthusiasm was certainly inspiring. Lexi
Karpf, Junior Vice President of JP Key
Club, said, “Even though we didn’t win the
competition, we know that it will just turn
into more spirit the next time we have to
cheer for our division. The only thing we lost
during that competition was our voices.”
When the convention came to a close, Key
Clubbers were free to spend the entire day
on the rides. After hours of enjoyment, JP
Key Club headed home with great memories,
looking forward to a successful year before
returning to the Rally next fall.

Polansky, contd.
as a master’s degree in Aeronautics
and Astronautics, at Purdue University.
After college, Mr. Polansky received an
Air Force commission and earned his pilot’s
license at Vance Air Force Base in Oklahoma
in 1980, along with numerous honors and
citations. He spent the next 12 years of his life
mastering some of the world’s most advanced
fighter jets. Commander Polansky has served
as both a flight instructor as well as a test
pilot for developing weapons and systems.
Before he retired from active service in 1992,
he had flown more than 30 different aircrafts
and spent more than 5,000 hours in the sky.
Mr. Polansky joined NASA after he retired
from Air Force service and served as an
aerospace engineer and research pilot. In
1996, he achieved his childhood dream
of becoming an astronaut when he was
selected to report to the Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center. After years of training, Mr.
Polansky undertook his first shuttle mission
in 2001 aboard the Atlantis. He went on to
fly two more missions in space in 2006 and
2009, spending over 309 hours in outer

space. In 2012 Mr. Polansky bid a fond
farewell to the Astronaut Corps and retired.
Along the way, Mr. Polansky never forgot
the high school of his youth. While serving
with NASA, he not only made visits to
Edison to speak to JP students, but also held
programs at the nearby North Edison Public
Library. This ambitious Hawk dedicated his
life to serving his country and community.
While others may have settled for less, he
never forgot the inspiration and hope of his
younger days, which allowed for him to lead
a successful life and a distinguished career.
He exemplifies the work ethic, courage, and
citizenship that we hold in high regard here
at JP Stevens. For his outstanding record
of military and public service, Commander
Polansky was honored with the dedication
of the park across from JP Stevens by Edison
township officials in 2006. So, the next
time you pass by that unassuming sign on
Grove Avenue, think about the man himself,
who walked the halls of JP as a youth,
who worked hard his entire life. Think
about the Hawk who soared into the stars.
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Forget About the Price Tag
By BREANA TAN, sophomore

SINCE THE BEGINNING of time, money has
always influenced arguments, debates, and
controversy. The question of who should be
paid, and how much, has been the driving
force behind major events in history, affecting
serious matters such as the economy, labor
unions, and much more. Now this
issue of payment has surfaced not
only within the world of finance,
but, surprisingly, also within the
world of college athletes. Athletes
like Texas A&M quarterback and
Heisman Trophy winner, Johnny
Manziel, or former Tennessee
running back, Arian Foster, dragged
the issue of paying college athletes
into the limelight after being
investigated for receiving money
from outside sources. Manziel and
Foster were eventually cleared, but
this case sparked a major question
for the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) and sports
enthusiasts everywhere: should
college athletes be paid?
According to NCAA rules, college
athletes are not allowed to receive
payment because they are only
students, falling under the same
league as unprofessional amateurs.
No one can deny that certain
athletes do deserve payment;
however, they are not professional
athletes yet. They are simply students trying
to gain an education. On top of that, only
a few sports generate a large amount of
revenue. For example, football, baseball, and
basketball are usually the three top-grossing
sports. If college athletes were to be paid,
those athletes would get the most because
those institutions have the most fans and
receive the most profit. On the other hand,
athletes who play less popular sports will

Football

By ROHAN ROY, freshman

THOUGH THE YEAR started with
uncertainty, a new coaching staff and
revamped football plays helped the Hawks
pulled off a decisive opening-day victory
over the Marlboro High School Mustangs.
This staff includes offensive coordinator
Vinny Gioffre, wide receiver/defensive
back coach Chris Garcia, offensive/
defensive line coaches Joe Rovito and
Mike Pielech, and most importantly,
newly appointed head coach Jim Collins.
Jim Collins’ experience as an assistant at
Colonia High School and Union High School
has aided him in revitalizing the football
program at JP. One of the new strategies he
has implemented is introducing the spread
offense tactic (a quick play using three to five
wide receivers and one running back), which
has become a vital feature of this year’s
brand new running game. Coach Collins’
strategy is to maximize the talent of one of
the best running backs in Middlesex County,
captain, and Ivy League recruit Chiebuka
“Chewy” Chukwuneke (12). Chewy has
been a central player, propelling the team to
several key wins in the past three seasons.
Last year, his accomplishments included
gaining 1,200 yards, 16 touchdowns, and 325
receiving yards. Assisting Chewy is senior
quarterback Ryan Schneider, whose sharp
passes provide the foundation for Chewy’s
long runs. Together, this pair creates a strong
main framework for Coach Collins’ intricate
strategies and plays to work off of.
The new techniques and vision of
Coach Collins, along with the experience
and skill of the players on the team, have
laid a solid foundation for the revival
of the Hawks, pushing them to play
and hold their ground in the GMCs.

collect a significantly smaller paycheck,
if they get any at all. Will the golfers get
paid? What about the swimmers, gymnasts,
squash players, or ultimate cup stackers?
Are they left to be choking in the exhaust
fumes of a football player’s new Mercedes?
What separates a professional athlete from
a college athlete is payment. Professionals

receive unbelievable salaries each year from
endorsements; however, college athletes
have yet to prove themselves. Think of the
difference in level of competition. Is a player
only a few years past high school worthy
of the extreme praise and endorsements
usually reserved for professionals? NCAA
president Mark Emmert argues that paying
college athletes defeats the purpose of
college sports. Paying them makes them

professionals, “something very different
from collegiate athletics. One of the guiding
principles [of the NCAA] has been that this is
about students who play sports."
For these student-athletes, scholarships
substitute for a regular paycheck, in that
their tuition is waived in return for playing
on the team. However, the opposition does
not believe that a virtually free
education passes off as payment.
Former Tennessee runningback,
Arian Foster, for instance, points out
that he did not have enough money
for food or rent, despite practicing
long hours and winning games for
the team. Moreover, he had to pay for
his own medical care from football
injuries. College athletes put their
safety on the line every time they
walk out onto the field. A football
player could get a concussion, a
baseball player may need Tommy
John surgery, or a basketball player
might tear an ACL. At the very least,
the athletes should be compensated
for their hard work and dutiful
representation of their team.
People are forgetting that
everybody struggles at some point
in their lives. Non-paying collegiate
sports is the starting point for
athletes, just as garage bands are for
musicians or columns are for editors.
Every goal comes with a struggle,
and these people pursued these
goals, fully aware of the hardships blocking
their path. Because of this, college athletes
should not be expecting money to grow from
trees as it may seem for the pros. Paying
college athletes is akin to paying old high
school athletes. Both have great potential;
however, there is no guarantee that they will
become professionals. When and if that time
comes, then they can be compensated for the
labor that they put into playing the game.

Just For Kicks
By NATASHA RAI, junior
A NEW SCHOOL YEAR always signals the
start of a lively season of fall sports. For the
girls’ and boys’ soccer teams, this also signals
two months of awkward shin guard tans,
memorable plays, and most importantly,
another chance at winning the competitive
GMC tournament. So far, both teams are
off to promising starts, with the boys’ team
boasting a record of 13-4 and the girls a
steady 8-8-1
record.
This year,
the
Lady
Hawks, led
by captains
Kristen Shea
(12), Karen
Eng
(12),
and Melaney
Zranchev
(12), features
a seasoned
group
of
seniors and
juniors.
Melaney
The
teamCaptain
skillfully
controls
the
has already
defeated some of their toughest competitors,
including Monroe and Woodbridge, and
overcome a five-year losing streak against
South Brunswick with the help of goalie
Erin Shea’s (12) intense shutout in overtime,
adding to her current total of 71 saves in
the season. When asked about the team
chemistry, one of the leading scorers Melaney
Zranchev replied, “We win as a team, we lose
as a team. We’re able to play well together
through both the bad and the good games
and that’s all we need to do.” Later on in the
season, the girls will face off against teams

such as Edison High and Highland Park.
The boys, on the other hand, have had a very
different season. Despite a slow beginning,
the boys have emerged with renewed
confidence and energy. After losing two of
their first three games, the captains, Matt Lee
(12), Antonio Nigro (11), and Casey He (11),
not only steered the team back on track, but
also helped them dive into a winning streak.
“Although we had a tough start, we’ve been
playing extremely well and we are definitely
becoming
one of the
teams to beat
this season,”
r e c a l l s
Casey, who
has scored
five
goals
and
had
five assists.
The
team
has
since
won seven
consecutive
g a m e s ,
NARAYAN KOVIL i n c l u d i n g
Zranchev
(12)a 6-2 win
ball in the midfield. a g a i n s t
Edison High. Already, goalie Srid Sriram
(11) has accumulated 4 shutouts and 61
saves, while forward Siddharth Hariharan
(11) has racked up ten goals and three
assists. In a recent game against Sayreville,
freshman Anu Dwivedi scored the game
winning goal in the 79th minute. In that
game alone, JP outshot their opponent 15-9.
The two teams have provided exciting
wins for JP, and, as the season draws to
a close, many more victories are bound
to come for this hardworking group of
athletes, this season and in future seasons.
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Crossing
Infinite
Boundaries
By HARSHA GOPALAKRISHNAN,
junior
IT’S THAT TIME of the year again, when
the leaves start falling, temperatures start
dropping, and a select group of resilient
students starts logging times. With lofty
goals in mind, the JP Stevens Cross Country
teams are “up and running.” The runners
are determined to not only improve their
personal records but also contribute to a
winning season, further solidifying their
dominance among New Jersey’s high
schools.
The boys’ team started the season strong,
sealing decisive victories over Edison High,
North Brunswick, and East Brunswick,
among others. In dual meets, captain Panth
Patel (12) perpetually leads the charge,
followed by talented Daniel Galarza (11) as
well as nationally ranked hurdler, captain
Mark Cooke (12). Rounding out the top
seven for the boys’ team in meets are Jose
delli Paoli (12), Robert Catinello (10), Aaron
John (10), and Shanvith Madhirala (12).
At a recent face-off at the Battle of Ocean
County, one of their main invitationals,
the boys proved that their skills are spread
across the entire team. Despite being
surrounded by competitive players from
teams all around the county, including
South Brunswick, Old Bridge, and South
Plainfield, each runner sprinted towards the
finish line with an unwavering resolution
to succeed. Medals were given to the top
thirty-five runners of each race, which
included Panth Patel, Daniel Galarza, Mark
Cooke, Shanvith Madhirala, and Jose delli
Paoli. With these impressive finishes, the
senior boys placed second out of twenty-five
competing teams. Nihar Mahidadia (9) and
Aakash Srivastava (9) carried their freshmen
team to a third place finish overall. The boys
also have notable wins against Sayreville and
St. Joseph, further advancing themselves
to the top of the county. Co-captain Mark
Cooke, when asked about the character of
the team, adds, “We train hard, we work
hard, [and] we run hard, but true motivation
and dedication come from within.”
The girls’ team is also looking to make this
season memorable. Starting off with a strong
showing at the Battle at Ocean County, the
JP Stevens girls’ cross country team is
looking to finish the season as a force to be
reckoned with. Their record is currently
4-3, despite having players benched by
injuries and the lack of seniors on the
varsity team. Fortunately, captain Ashleigh
Anderson (11), assisted by Elizabeth Chiu
(9), Reggie Ramekar (9), Brillian Bao (10),
and Megan Gregory (11), proved sturdy
under pressure, providing strong results in
several dual meets against heavyweights like
South Brunswick and Old Bridge. Juniors
Urvi Saini and Soumya Karne also assist in
providing leadership and experience for the
team. Ashleigh Anderson praises the girls’
high ambitions and remarks, saying “We
are motivated and competitive because it
only takes one knock to the ground to get
ourselves to realize that we can’t let this
happen again.” The tenacity and discipline
shown by the team is truly exceptional. The
Lady Hawks will continue to race through
the season, ready to show that the odds
mean nothing when hard work is involved.
After the girls’ and boys’ teams placed
2nd and 3rd, respectively, in the GMCs, the
runners plan to focus their efforts on the even
more prestigious Sectional competition.
Both teams will endeavor to lower their
times and push their limits. As the summer
fades into a chilly autumn, we will inevitably
continue to hear the soft crackle and crunch
of our Hawks jogging through the leaves,
working to end the season victoriously.
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Acing Expectations

Turf ’s Up
By FARHAN PATEL, sophomore
THE SPORTS BUDGET often gets muddled
within all the debates over investments
in school renovations, textbooks, and
computers. But early this year, the Board of
Education approved the replacement of our
school’s patchy grass field with brand new
turf, vividly painted with a logo of a hawk.
Now, with the new turf in place, the start of
the 2013-2014 school year marks the advent
of a reinvigorated faith in and regard for not
only for academics, but also for athletics.
The decision
to switch to a
turf field may
have
been
ironic
after
we
garnered
praise for our
grass
field
in the Home
News Tribune’s
poll honoring
grass fields in
the
Greater
Middlesex Conference. But, as many of the
players, coaches, and spectators who follow
sports can agree, the benefits the turf field
brings outweigh the recognition from the
title. One of the major advantages of the turf
field is its increased “playability”. Whereas
the grass field would be vulnerable to rain
and prone to have potholes and puddles, the
turf field is much more durable, letting many
of our teams host games without worrying
about inconvenient weather ruining the
field. Unlike the worn and often torn-up
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grass field, the flat and even surface of the
turf allows players to move more quickly,
making crisper passes and more accurate
shots.
The cost of the turf might have raised
concerns because of the initial high cost, but
many calculate that the long-term costs of
maintaining the turf will be less expensive.
Each square foot of turf costs about $5.00, a
low price considering the costs of the upkeep
of the grass field. For instance, a grass field
requires an average of 50,000 gallons of
water per week to in order to stay in good
condition, an
amount both
ecologically
harmful and
economically
wasteful.
The
efforts
to install this
turf field have
heightened
p e o p l e ’s
anticipation
DIVYA KORADA
and
have
translated to a greater attendance at games.
Next time you find yourself with some
time to spare after school, pay a visit to
whatever team has the privilege of playing
on the turf that day and see for yourself its
appeal. As gym classes, sports teams, and
spectators all reap benefits from the new
field, it may also represent the first step
in a long line of future reforms for better
sports programs. For now, though, the turf
will display our school’s refreshed attitude
toward our athletes’ work.

champion Livingston by gaining one hardearned win in their 4-1 loss against them. JP
THE JP STEVENS GIRLS’ TENNIS team far
Stevens eventually captured third, blazing
surpassed expectations this year when it past Morristown in a 5-0 sweep the second
placed second at the Greater Middlesex round. Undoubtedly, the team put up a
Conference (GMCs), behind eight-time strong performance, even against unfamiliar
consecutive winner East Brunswick. “We teams.
didn’t expect to have three positions in
A team the Lady Hawks always clashes
the finals,” Coach
with
is
South
Pisano
remarked.
Brunswick; throughout
2nd singles Claire
their rivalry, neither
Pan (10), 3rd singles
team has been able to
Jessica Ho (10), and
retain an edge over
1st doubles team
the other. Our players,
Michelle Tsung (11)
however, have recently
and partner Kristine
outperformed
South
Liu (12) all reached
Brunswick at the GMCs
the
semifinals,
and,
shortly
after,
skillfully outstripping
earned another solid
the visiting team from
victory at a home game.
South Brunswick.
Dominating their rivals
Even though they
4-1, our Lady Hawks
were unable to topple
continued the fighting
defending champions
spirit they displayed
from East Brunswick,
at the GMCs. “Every
NARAYAN KOVIL year, we always want
the team performed
like a championship Claire Pan warms up her forehand to try harder,” captain
squad, with Claire in preparation for a match. Nitasha Goyal attested.
Pan pulling a two-set victory against East
While the team has significantly
Brunswick for our team’s first individual improved over the past seasons, the players
title since 2009. “It’s disappointing that East keep future aspirations in mind. “We have
Brunswick won the team title again, but it’s a to continue looking forward to whatever
big improvement from last year,” Claire said. else is to come,” said 1st doubles player
Prior to the GMCs, the girls competed Michelle Tsung, who made it to the State
in the September Smash tournament in quarterfinals with her partner Kristine Liu.
Livingston, against teams from out of the Much like how South Brunswick fell this
county such as Morristown and Ridgewood. year, perhaps East Brunswick, too, will
They resisted three-time defending follow—but that’s a story for 2014.

Hawks were in the bleachers, eating and
chatting together. Looking at this carefree
scene, it would have been impossible to
guess that some of these talented ladies
met only through volleyball. The amiable
way they communicated with one another
revealed the extent of their friendship.
Fellow captain Amanda Gu (12) holds the
team record of 133 digs. Despite the team’s
early struggles in the beginning of the
season, she has many positive things to say
about spending time with her teammates.
“Even though we came in as the underdogs
this year, we came together as a team,” she
affirmed. “And no matter what the ending,
I’m glad I’ve spent my senior year with these
girls.”
The rest of the team has also dislayed an

impressive level of improvement. Jessica Liu
(11) has a total of 127 assists, while Heidy
Shi (11) leads the team in aces and regular
points, with 19 and 62 respectively. Nina
Carlsen (10), Tina Lu (10), Jamina Morris
(10), Michelle Qiou (10), Susan Zhao (11),
Kayla Smith (10), Jaasrini Vellore (11) and
Sydney Lin (9) also contribute to the team’s
five wins.
In volleyball, a third game is used to
determine the winner if the two teams split
the first two games. Luckily, the Hawks
have done an amazing job in overpowering
their opponents, rarely struggling in the
nerve-racking third game. They have swiftly
defeated South Plainfield, Bishop George
Ahr, and Mother Seton in two games, and

By NIKIT NAINWAL, sophomore

Cool Digs
By KAREN JIANG, freshman
THE GIRLS’ VARSITY VOLLEYBALL team
is starting off strong this fall. Despite the
fact that the team is relatively young, with
four sophomores, five juniors, and only two
seniors, it has been able play consistently
well, game after game.
Captain Angela Liu (12) leads her team in
blocks and kills, with 7 and 62 respectively.
She speaks positively about her experience
with her team, noting that “We’re the best
type of dysfunctional family. We’re the
team that eats together, studies together,
and supports each other through all the ups
and downs of the season.” This close knit
relationship fails to escape the notice of even
the least observant. Right before a game, the

JP Speaks
By NANCY WOO, junior
AUTUMN IS THE TIME when athletes,
whether high school, college, or professional,
begin to put major moments into the history
books. As sport seasons begin and fans start
wearing their favorite athletes’ jerseys,
excitement and anticipation increases.
At Hawkeye, we surveyed JP students on
their opinions on various athletes. From
predictions about the upcoming NBA
season to beliefs about who would win the
ultimate 100m race, we ask it all. Some of
the results were surprising, some expected.

3. If these athletes were in a 100m race,
who would win?
Adrian Peterson: 27%
Navok Djokovic: 19%
Lebron James: 15%
Cristiano Ronaldo: 39%
4. Who will win the NBA championships?
Bulls: 4%
Nets: 31%
Heat: 54%
Thunder: 11%

1. Which fantasy league are you a part of?
NFL: 23%
MLB: 8%
NBA: 15%
None: 54%

5. Which of the following extreme sports
would you be most willing to try if you had
the chance?
Cave Diving: 19%
Mountain Biking: 23%
Skydiving: 45%
Base Jumping: 13%

2. Which athlete would you want to be best
friends with?
Rafael Nadal: 42%
Lebron James: 19%
Eli Manning: 4%
Alex Morgan: 35%

6. Which of the following do you think is
not a sport?
Wife Carrying: 32%
Unicycle Polo: 9%
Extreme Ironing: 18%
Jello Slurping: 41%

West Windsor North and Colonia in three.
Coach Savulich comments on her team’s
performance, saying, “We have a young
team this year with only two seniors. Our
experience level is a little lower than other
GMC teams. However, we do have periods
of brilliance when we defeat strong teams
like West Windsor North, Colonia, Mother
Seton, and Bishop Ahr. It seems that we
have to fight for every point in our matches.
In general, the games have been a series of
tough dogfights.”
This year’s girls’ volleyball season
isn’t just a jumble of numbers waiting
to be interpreted by sports analysts. It is
comprised of eleven talented young women
who warm up and play as one team.

